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A'B S F RACT

(Distribution Limitation Statem.int A)

A pulsed 10.6 micron laser emittinp 20 joules energy at a peak

power of 3 megawatts has been used to study laser-supported detonation

waves in air. The thresholds for igniting these absorption waves

have been determined for various metals, plastics, and painted surfaces

in air. It is found that the intensity thresholds vary from 6 x 10
6

watts/cm 2 for painted surfaces to 4.5 x 107 watts/cm 2 for silica at

standard atmospheric pressure. Stich a detonation wave is found to

chatige features late in the laser pulse becoming a subsonic absorption

wave with a long luminous column of plasma filling the laser beam.

Time-resolved interferometry with an argon laser and interferograms

with a pulsed ruby laser show the ignition, growth, and decay of both

the detonation wave itself and of the radial shock waves which are

produced. These interferograms have been transformed to determine

the spatial variation of the densities. Spectroscopic studies have

be~n made showing both time-integrated and time-resolved temperatures.

The most prominent lines are those of singly ionized nitrogcu and

oxygen when detonation waves are ignited from reflective metals. At

lower intensities, however, target species are observed. Impulse

and pressure measurements were made with a linear velocity transducer

and an acousto-opti' pressure transducer. These measurements indicate

tne radial and time-dependence of the shock waves on the target surface.

Theoretical calculations of the propagation of subsonic laser-supported

combustion waves have been performed using analytical techniques and

approximations to thermodynamic and transport properties of air.

Threshold laser intensities greater than 104 watts/cm
2 are needed in

order to overcome radiation losses, and in addition, higher thresholds

are founi to be beam diameter dependent. The analysis includes the

decrease with distance of the intensity of the laser beam through the

plasma and considers effects of boundaries on the observed propagation

velocities.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The ultimate limit to the power densities which can be propagated

from a laser to a target is caused by air or particulate induced

breakdown. Recent experimental work indicates that the cold air

9
breakdown threshold under standard conditions is about q - 2 x 10 watts/

cm , and we will regard this as the ultimate limit for propagation

of i0.6 . energy in the atmosphere. It appears, however, that the most

serious limitation to laser energy transfer to targets is not caused

by breakdown but is, in fact, caused by the ignition of various types

7, 9of laser-supported absorption waves. At high intensities (10 <q<10

watts/cm 2 ) supersonic laser-supported detonation waves are formed

while subsonic laser-supported combustion wAves can propapate at even

lower intensities (10 4<lO 6 watts/c 2). The purpose of thi3 investi-

gation is to experimentally determine ignition thresh Id. and to

provide sufficient diagnostics on the spatial and temporal development

of laser-supported detonation waves to allow a comparison between

theory and experiment. In addition, however, a theoretical study

is made of the propagation of laser-supported combustion waves. Laser--

supported detonation waves were first observed experimentally by

Ramsden and Savic 2 ) while laser-supported combustion waves were

first observed by Bunkin 3 ) as stationary optical discharges.

The importance of laser-supported detonation waves (LSD waves)

and laser-supported combustion waves (LSC waves) arises because

they can absorb a large fraction of the laser power incident on target.

When a high-power 10.61 laser beam interacts with a solid target,

however, it may or may not ignite such laser-supported absorption

waves. The determination of whether ignition occurs depends on many

factors including: (1) atmospheric pressure and species, (2) target

material and state of the surface, (3) laser wavelenpth and pulse

length, and (4) laser intensity. In the absence of any significant

ionization in the vapor produced at the solid surface, the laser beam

is transmitted without attenuation and reaches the solid. As pointed

I
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(4,5,6)
out by Raizer (  , however, a high-temperature plas-nd (such as

vaporized metal) can ignite LSD or LSC waves which then travel down

the collimated laser beam absorbing most of the power.

1.2 APPROACH

Because of the complexity of the physics of laser interaction

with solids, a number of experiments (several thousand laser shots)

were performed with the Boeing Marx Bank Laser. After passing

through various optics, such as wedges, lenses, and mirror required

for bean diagnostics and steering, between 15 and 18 joules of laser

energy at lO.6i, wavelength is available for target interaction

experiments. Further data on characteristics of the beam and laser

reliability are given in Appendix A.

Section II discusses some of the general features of laser

interaction with solid targets and indicates the classes of waves

that exist. In particular, high-speed photographs of laser-supported

detonation waves are shown as well as certain slower waves. These

include various laser-supported vapor jets from the target as well as

laser-supported combustion waves .6). The dependence of LSD wave

velocity on both laser intensity and ambient pressure ij determined

by use of streak photography and a vacuum system where absorption

waves are found down to pressures of 8 Torr. A cross beam absorption

experiment is described in which an auxiliary CO2 laser beam is

refracted and absorbed by the plasma produced by the LSD wave.

Section III discusses interferometric data and shadow graphs

of LSD waves and target jets taken with a ruby laser synchronized with

the Marx Bank high power CO2 laser. By counting fringes of these

interferogrwis, one determines, by an Abel inversion, the variation

of the index of refraction of the plasma with radius. Time-resolved

interferometry is also performed with an argon laser in conjunction

with the streak image converter camera.

2



Section IV discusses both time-integrated and tlme-resolved

-pectroscopy of laser-supported absorption waves. Various target

materials are examined as well as viewing the "wave" at various

positions from the target surfaces. ry identification of spectral

lines, one can determine that LSD waves contain mainly singly ionized

air species. At lower intensities one can "see" hoth tar,- ' uectra

and air spectra.

Section V discusses the laser intensity required to iglite

absorption waves from over twenty different target materials including

metals, plastics, and painted surfaces. The laser ignition thresholds

are also determined as a function of ambient pressure.

Section VI discusses measurements of target response in terms

of impulse, material removal, and target surface pressures. Impulse

i. measured with a linear velocity transducer and it is observed,
(7,8) (9)

confirming prevvious measurements and theoretical predictions

that impulse is nearly proportional to target area when LSD waves

ate ignited. An acousto-optiral pressure transducer u-as used to make

pressure measurements in the viLinity of the LSD wave.

Section VII is a theoretical discussion of laser-supported

combustion ,;aves (LSC waves) determining velocities of propagation

in the presence of radial conduction losses, optical emission, and

solid boundaries.

3



SECTION II

GENERAL FEATUP.ZS OF LASER-SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WAVES

Different rv laser-supnorted absorption waves (LSA

wave3) ' ' ll) are generated and account for luminous Dhenomena

which o,'cur near solid targets placed at the focus of a high-power

laser beam. At intensities an order of magnitude below the breakdowi

inr.osity ( 1 2 ) for the gaseous medium (usually air) traveling plasrmas

propagate away from the target along the incident laser beam and

are called laser-supported detonation waves (LSD waves). At even

lower intensities, slower laser-supported combustion waves (LSC

waves) appear.

Several techniques have been used to analyze these LSA waves

and these are discussed in separate subsections below. The most

ieavily used technique of visible optical observation using the TRW

image converter camera with streak and framing capability has

produced a wealth of data, some of which will he presented here.

2.1 OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS

Typically, one observes for high intensities a clearly defined

isolated supersonic spark traveling up the laser beam. At lower

intensities near threshold, on, observes with the image converter

camera slower waves with a luminous column extending to the target

surface. These near-threshold conditions are probably some variant

of an absorption wave. (Perhaps a laser-supported combustion wave?)

In any case, the laser energy appears to be absorbed in the plasma

as discussed below.

Most of the photographs have been made with an inclined target

which allowed a clear discrimination of an LSA wave from vapor jets

of target material as the latter move along a normal to the target

surface. Spherical shock waves also appear with the vapor jets and

are called laser-supported blast .ves (LSB waves). On the other

hand, LSA waves move backwards along tjie beam, which rrdkes a; angle

(typically 30 ) with the target normal. Figure 1 Thows a typicil

4
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blast wave, while figure 2 shows a typical LSA wave.

Not all targets ignite LSA waves even at very high-power

densities incident on the target. The formation of a LSB wave, shown
2

in figure 1, from a silica target occurred at 25 MW/cm . Note that

the blast waves do not travel i p the laser beam. The photos shown in

figure I were made af ter a "praliminary" laser pulse was incident

on the target ourface and dio ignite a laser-supported detonation

wave equivalent to the one shown in figure 2. Apparently, the first

laser pulse "clans" the target surface sufficiently that no surface-

ina.uced breakdown cccur3,

F=gure 2 shows the propagation of a laser-supported detonation

wave traveling ,io the laser bcnam. This particular wave was ipnited

from a metallic target and shows detonation wave for times less

than. about 7, ec. These LS) twaves are characterized by a narrow

supersonic absorption front.. As the LSD wave moves up the focused

bear, the laber intensity drops both due to the increasing beam,

area and due to the laser power decrease wit!. time. At ome critical

laser intensity, the propagatcon maintenance conJi~ions are not

batisf ied and the LSD wave degenErates into a long lumiiois column

eventua ly e: tending to the target.

The Lirst oboervations of detonation waves were performed using

a 40--cr focal length mirror. The materials to be examined were

attL!.chki to an aluininunt block set so that the laser beam axis made

a' aL lc! of 300 with the rar'et normal. The axial target position

was adlusted so that the focal spot occurred at the -irface of the

tesced material. Under these conditions, an elliptial laser spot of

the 4 mm major axis by the 3 mm minor axis appears at the tarpet.

Vhen the specularly reflected laser lipht from the tarpet is collected

and focused on a gold-doped permanium detector, one can determine when

shielding of the surface exists. This kind of measurement of the

laser power reaching the target surface is very useful in determining

the presence of absorbing plasmas since weakly absorbing laser

6
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sparks can also be produced at target surfaces. For our available

laser energy, the craters produced in either metals or opaque targets

are not deep enough to reflect the laser beam out of the collecting

optics.

When the laser intensity at the target is very high (greater

than threshold), LSD waves are ignited in less than .5 microsecond.

On the other hand, when the intensity is too low, one observea a

target reflected signal nearly identical to the incident laser

pulse. The detector that monitors the target reflected laser radiation

shows that, near threshold, the ignition ofa LSD wave occurs later

in the laser pulse. Because of this, it appears that target heating

is important and that either surface impurities or target material is

va-qrized leading to ignition of a LSD wave. This obviously indicates

that metallic reflectivity is important.

The existence of LSA waves was confirmed by observinp the

direction which the luminous fronts leavinp the target rIaterial

traveled. There is no ambiguity concerning the existence of detonation

waves ignited at high laser intensities rom metallic tarpets. For

absorbing targets such as Lucite, Lexan and other plastic and organic

materials, however, a more complicated situation exists. For laser

intensities below or near the threshold for igniting LSD waves, these

opaque materials are vaporized and the vapor jets interact with the

background gas (air) to produce luminous blast waves. As mentioned

previously, these vapor jets tend to be ejected in the direction

of the target normal. Near threshold for ignition of LSD waves,

however, it becomes difficult to distinguish between the blast wave

and the detonation wave since both have similar appearances. The

image converter camera shows that both events can be present at

different times in the same laser pulse.

In order to observe laser-supported absorption waves at lower

pressures, a vacuum chamber was constructed and is shovn in figure 3.

8
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It has two NaCl windows, one to admit the incident beam and one to

allow a detector to monitor the reflected beam. A Kistler pressure

transducer was inserted to measure the pressure transients which

occur during and after the LSD wave ignition. Such transition pressure

measurements were studied in detail at I atmosphere for a titanium

specimen, and many multiple sound wave reflections are seen as Indicated

in figure 4. The "DC" pressure rise of .1 atm is consistent with

the chamber volume, specific heat, and laser energy and indicates

most of the laser energy is absorbed by the LSD wave.

As the air pressure in the vacuum chamber is reduced, the

boundaries of the LSD waves become increasingly less clear. At

pressures below .1 atmosphere, image converter photographs of the

laser-supported absorption waves gradually tend to appear more and

more like "blast waves" as seen in figure 5. In addition, one observes

by monitoring the specularly reflected beam, that complete plasma

blocking occurs for shorter and shorter times as the ambient gas

pressure decreases.

For a target such as silica, one can observe both laser-supporrted

abborption waves and laser-supported blast waves during the same

laser pulse. An example is shown in figure 6 for which the peak
7 2laser intensity was 2.8 x 10 watts/cm . During the initial high-

intensity part of the laser pulse, a LSA wave was ignited but also

quickly extinguished. By the time of 5psec, a silica vapor jet

has been formed and has produced a laser-supported blast wave as

indicated by the spreading of the luminous zone perpendicular to the

laser beam.

ton-highly absorbing plasmas can also be formed when laee. beams
7 2

interact with targets at peak intensities less than 1.2 -, 10 waLte/cM2.

An example of such a case is shown in figure 7 where one observes sub-

sonic laser-supported absorption waves traveling both in the usual

direction (opposite to the laser propagation direction) and in the

direction of the specularly reflected beam. These LSC waves, traveling in

10
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LASER BEAM

Figure 5: LASER-SUPPORTED BLAST WAVE PRODUCED FROM A TITANIUM TARGET
AT 0.01 A TMOSPHERE WITH 230 JI/C AFTER 10 MSECONDS.
SPECIMEN NORMAL IS 300 ABOVE HORIZONTA L.

I

LASER BEAM

Figure 6: LASER-SUPPORTED DETONATION WAVE AND A BLAST WAVE PRODUCED
FROM A FUSED SILICA TARGET A T 0.05 ATMOSPHERE WITH 194 Ji/CM
AFTER 5 MSECONDS. SPECIMEN NORMAL IS 300 ABOVE HORIZONTAL.
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LASER BEAM

Figure 7: REFLECTED BEAM LASER-UPPOR TED ABSORPTION WAVES PRODUCED FROM AN
ANODIZED ALUMINUM SPECIMEN AT ONE A Tl.OSPHERE AND A7 J/CM A T 13 pSECS.
SPECIMEN NORMAL IS 300 BELOW HORIZONTAL

LASER BEAM LASER BEAM

SPECIMEN NORMAL IS SPECIMEN NORMAL IS
300 ABOVE HORIZONTAL 30° BELOW HORIZONTAL

Figure . SURFACE PHENOMENA ACCOMPANY LASER-'SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WAVES
PRODUCED FROM ANAL UMINUMf SPECIMEN WITH A 0.001 CM GLOSS BLACK
LACQUER PAINT COA TING. ONE A TMOSPHERE AND 173 J/CA 2 A r 15 pSECS

13
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both directions, are evidence for low laser beam absorption. Additional

evidence for the formation of LSC waves is shown in figure 8 which

indicates the long absorption lengths that occur at lower laser

intensities. In this case, an LSD wave was initially ignited but

had degenerated irto an LSC wave as the laser intensity decreased

later in time (15psec) during the pulse. One can clearly note

the luminous column tending to follow the contour of the tarpet.

This type of behavior is discussed in Section VII, where one notes

that heated air in a LSC wave accelerated in the beam direction.

Soda glass is an interesting example of a target which ignites

laser-supported detonation waves easily and also is very absorbing.

Figure 9 shows a late-time photograph of the luminosity produced

at such a target by a beam energy much larger than that required to

just reach the threshold of ignition. At this last time, the initially

ignited detonation wave has degenerated into 1 long luminuous column

of plasma extending to the target surface. This, in turn, indicates

that laser energy reaches the surface and can vaporize the target

material. In this case, the resultant vapor jet has produced a blast

wave by interacting hydrodynamically with the air. A blast wave

is again observable as the bright vertical line in figure 9. A

Occasionally other anomalies occur in the appearance of laser- jj
supported absorption waves. As an example, one sometimes observes

a forked shaped appearance of the absorption front as seen

in figure 10. This may indicate some form of instability related to

the temperature or density profile.

As indicated previously in figure 8, the hot gas ejected in the

laser beam direction and toward the target, when LSC waves are ignited,

tends to follow the target contour. This effect is also shown in figure

11, but in addition, one observes that the ejected hot gas appears

not to actually reach the target surface. The smallest bright spots

on the target surface were obtained as the result of an earlier, short

14



LASER BEAM I

A

Figure 9: LASER-SUPPORTED BLAST WA VE WHICH DEVELOPS AFTER THE DECAY OFA LASER-
SUPPORTED DETONATION WAVE. SODA GLASS SPECIMEN ATONE ATMOSPHERE IS
NORMAL TO THE INCIDENT BEAM WI TH 233 J/C A AFTER 20 SECS. I

LASER BEAM_

Figure 10: LASER-SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WA VF WIHA FORKED FRONT WHICH
DEVELOPED FROM A LUCITE SPECIMEN AT ONEA TMOSPHERE WITH 346
J/CM2 A FTER 10 pSECONDS. SPECIMEN NORMA L IS 30 0 ABO VE HORIZONTA L.
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15.5 ps LASER BEAM

t 15 )IS

t 0.5 p5

Figure 11: DOUBL E EXPOSURE SHOWING L ASER StIPPOR TED COMBUSTIOv WA VE EXHA UST DOES
NOT REACH THE SPECIMIEN A FTER IGNITION. 0,001 CM GLOSS BLACK I ACOL/ER ON
AL UMINUM SPECIMEN. 166ji/CM 2 AFTONE A TIOSPHERE. SUR1FA CF IS SHOWN BY LOW
INTENSITY BEAM IAt SECOND E XPOSURE. SPECIMEN NORMAL 300 AHO VE HORIZONTAL.

LU

w t 5.5 PS
C

-5 pS

0

A1  2 3 4 5c 6  7 8
Uj LASER

-j ~ TIME (M.SECONDS AF IE 8
cc TRVV CAMERA TRIGGE10 EA

Figure 12: REIGNITION. THE OSCIL LOSCOPE i'i(, Fl/RE ON THE LEFT SHOWS THE 1NCIDENTPOWER
INVERT'ED ONV THE UPPER TRACE ANLIVu HE REFL ECTED PO! 'ER ON THE LOWER TRA CE.
TRIANGLES SHOW THE TIMES t/fV TRW FRAMING CAMERA PICTURES WERE TAKEN.
THESE PICTURES ARE SHOL'V1N A 7 JHE RIGHT. THE LEAD SPECIMEN NORMAL IS 300
ABO VE THE HORIZONTAL. REIGNI TION OCCURS AT C.302 J/CM 2 ATO.!A TMOSPHERE.
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time-delay photograph. A double exposure was then made with a second

laser pulse showing the indicated structure of the luminous hot gas.

Apparently, heat conduction at the target surface causes this flowing

gas to cool and, as a consequence, stop radiating.

Laser-supported detonation waves ignited and traveling away

from a solid target "see" a continually decreasing laser intensity.

This is due both to the focused laser beam geometry which leads to

an increasing beam area as well as due to the decrease of the laser

power for times greater than 3sec. At some critical laser intensity,

the LSD wave will not be maintained as the absorption length of the

plasma becomes too great. This increase of the absorption length

is clearly observable by the increased luminosity of the plasma

column. This "bleaching" wave (13) is the effect of heatinp the

plasma originally formed by the passage of the LSD wave.

When the laser intensity reaches the target surface for the

second time , a re-ignition of laser-supported absorpLion waves can

occur as shown by figure 12. This is observed by the time variation

of the reflected power from the target. This reflected power is

seen to first increase at about 3.5wsec and then abruptly decreases

at about 4.5ijsec as re-ignition of the absorption wave occurs.

Re-ignition of absorption waves is more evident in the streak

photograph of figure 13. This re-ignition occurs

simultaneously with an increase in surface luminosity indicating that

either target vaporization or desorption of atmospheric gases leads

to ignition.

2.2 LSD WAVE VELOCITY DEPENDENCE ON BACKGROUND PRESSURE

As mentioned previously, there is a clearly defined luminous

LSD wave shock front for intensities well above ignition threshold.

A streak photograph (figure 14) taken with the TRW image converter

camera shows this narrow absorption zone. In addition, however, one

notes a number of striations in the luminosity which are similar to

those observed by Alcock (1 4 ) in studies of gas breakdown by high-

17
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intensity laser beams. From figure 13 one notes a nearly constant

velocity of the abuorption zone of the laser-supported detonation

wave. Thus, slope measurement leads to an accurate determination of

velocity of the LSD wave. This approach was used to determine the

dependence on both intensity and ambient pressure. The tests were

conducted with both aluminum and lead targets because their ipnition

thresholds were low and, hence, allowed observation of LSD waves

under wider variations in both laser :Lntensity a..d ambient pressure.

Velocities were determined by the initial slope found on the streak

photographs. Streak photographs taken at lower image magnification

such as shown in figure 14 show both the initial fast velocity

(approximately Mach 10) as well as the final deceleration of the

absorption ,ave.

Re-ignition of laser-supported absorption waves is evident

in the streak photograph shown in figure 15 where one also notes the

appearance of a hot and luminous target surface. This indicates that

the plasma formed after re-ignition is of low absorptivity.

The velocity of LSD waves is plotted in figures 16

and 17 versus (T/p) where I is laser intensity and p is background
3 (4,5)

mass density in g/cm . Theory predicrq a velocity dependence

of (I/p) /3 , and these predictions are Jicated, showinp a good

agreement with experiment. A more usjful comparison between theory

and experiment can be obtained by numerically integrating the theoretical

dependence of velocity, v, as dependent on laser intensity as given
(15)

by Raizer

v(t,z) d. [(y2 - l)Ii/1/3Sdt (1)Y 0

In equation 1, z is the axial position of the LSD wave along

the laser beam, y is the ratio of specific hPacs, I is the laser

intensity, and P is the ambient gas background density. Using

P - 1.22 x 10 - 3 g/cm 3 and y - 1.17 for T - 15,000 K as discussed

Razr(16)by Zel'dovich and Raizer , one obtains

18
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Figure 33. TRW STREAK CAMERA PICTURE OF A LASER-SUPPOR TED DETONA TION WAVE
DEVEL OPED FROM A 7075 A L UMINUM SPECIMLN A T311 J/CM2 AND ONE
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a-7

dz 9 - 1/3
d 16.05 x 10 I(z't)1 cm/Psec (2)

where t Is time in Usec, z is position in cm, and I(z,t) is laser

intensity in watts/cm. As noted from figure 2, the laser power versus

time consists of two pulses with peak powers occurring approximately

at .Spsec and 3.Musec.

Analytical approximations to the power versus time, P(t), are

defined by

P(t) a [A(t) + B(t)] IMegawatts

where A(t) represents the earliest pulse with a peak of 2.6 at

.5psec while B(t) has a peak of 1.8 at approximately 3.]usec.

8.36 al.2/t2 ( 1 2/t)2

1.94 e7
B(t) - 9 7

t 2(1 + e 7.44/t)2

The numerical results given in equation 3 are for a total delivered

energy of 15.4 joules. This result is shown in figure 18 and is used

only in solving equation 2.

This laser beam is focused on targets to produce LSD waves.

In our case, the beam converges from 7.6 cm to .24 cm diameter with

a 28-.-m focal length lens. The focal area as a function of axial

position z from the minimum focal area is

beam area - (.045 + .058z 2)cm2

and the laser intensity is
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Megawatts/cm2  (4)
beam area

Equation 2 has been numerically integrated for our laser pulse and

the result plotted in figure 19, where the experimental results are

also indicated. The initial LSD wave velocity is approximately

5
3.8 x 10 cm/sec showing good agreement with experiment.

2.3 REFRACTION

Laser-supported detonation waves can produce a significant free

electron density (15 . The local index of refraction will increase

with the electron density and may become large enough to cause

measurable refraction. If the absorption length is not too large

and if the front of the laser-supported detonation wave has some

radial curvature, some of the incident beam will be refracted.

We attempted to find if such refraction is important in the

detonation wave geometry used in our experiments. The focal spot

diameter of the Marx Bank laser beam is 0.24 cm when the beam is

focused by the 28-cm focal length KCI lens. A target was prepared

whose diameter is 0.5 cm and which was supported at the beam waist

(minimum focal area) by a narrow arm. Laser-supported detonation

waves were formed in front of it in the usual way and the beam which

was neither absorbed nor refracted was blocked by the target. A

15-cm diameter focal length mirror was placed behind this target

so that it imaged the target on a Au:Ge detector. As the laser-

supported detonation wave moved away from the target, its image moved

closer to the mirror. The detector was placed to intercept the

entire beam which originates from the LSD wave for positions from

the target surface to 2 cm away from the target as shown in figure 20.

The beam can possibly be refracted in angle between 0 and 1800

however, the 15-cm diameter mirror could collect only refraction

angles between 0 and 220. The maximum half-angle of the converging
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A

laser beam was 80. A series of disks was prepared which masked

off the center of the mirror in steps of 80, 100, 120, 150, and

180. This arrangement permitted the quantitiej of radiation

refracted between 0o-22 , 8°-22 ° , 10°-2? ° , 12'-22', 150-22' and

18°-22 ° to be measured by the detector. A narrow-band filter

centered at i0.611 was placed in front of the detector which allowed

differention between the refracted laser beam power and the LSD

wave black body or line spectra.

Results, which have not been thoroughly subjected to tests

for systematic errors, showed refraction of laser beam power of che

order of a few percent within the 220 acceptance cone of our apparatus.

Temporal behavior in each angular zone was different from the other

zones but was repeatable. A contribution from black body or line

spectra was seen at all angles in addition to .he refraction 10.6p

radiation. Figure 21 shows both the total IR seen by the detector

and the radiation passed by the narrow-band filter when the mirror

annulus defining the acceptance cone has half angles of 80 and 100.

The broad-band radiation peaked at 4-8 microseconds, but the 10.6v

radiation didn't peak until lOpsec. This late refraction seems

sensible only if the refraction was occurring well in front of the

target and the actual angle was close to or less than the beam

convergence angle. Figure 22 shows the radiation passed by the

narrtw 10.6p filter for each mask. In general, aL higher angles

the peak occurred later. Note that the radiation seen inside the

80 cone is appreciable and occurs early in the laser pulse.

The incremental energy refracted per unit solid angle is

shown in figure 23. This is narrow-band, 10. 6u radiant energy,

and there is a falloff with increasing solid angle. Similar behavior

would be expected for refraction by a convex lens whose index of

refraction is always less than one and which as a function of radius

monotonically reaches a minimum at the center. This is equivalent

to a plasma core with a radial electron density which peaks at f 0.
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2.4 TRANSMITTED LASER ENERGY

The plasma induced by the laser-supported detonation wave was

studied by an auxiliary laser beam from a CW CO2 laser. A schematic

diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in figure 24. The

CO2 probe laser (Sylvania Model 648 with a power output of 2 watts)

was operated in a single mode and had an cutput beam approximaLely

1 mm in diameter. Since the probe laser had some temporal fluctuation

it was necessary to continuously monitor its output. This was done

by placing a chopper (B) in the probe laser path and chopping at a

frequency of approximately 1 kc.

The Marx Bank Laser is then fired onry when the gold-doped

germanium detector indicates maximum probe power. Thus, one oscillo-

scope monitors the relatively slow chopped time dependence of the

probe laser and also sends a delayed trigger to the Marx Bank Laser.

The high-speed transmitted probe intensity is then monitored with a

separate oscilloscope.

Since the LSD wave plasma is cylindrical and is about 3 mm

in diameter, it acts like a diverging lens spreading out the probe

laser beam. The lens (C) was intended to direct the refracted beam

to the detector. The narrow bandwidth filter (F) greatly reduced

the amount of optical energy originating in the LSD wave itself

which reached the detector. In addition, care was taken to reduce

the scattered high-power laser energy from reaching the detector.

An example of the transmitted laser intensity is shown in

figure 25. There is a small amount of scattered 10.6p laser

energy from the Marx Bank Laser. The time delay to the abrupt drop

in transmitted signal is caused by the distance of the probe laser

beam in front of the target plane, z = .64 cm. After the initial

delay, one notes that the transmitted signal is essentially zero for

a period of 35psec or more. Comparing figures 25a and 25b, one

notes a longer time delay before loss of transmission in the lower
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energy LSD wave. Figure 25c shows that the transmitted signal

remains essentially unattenuated (ur unrefracted) for times greater

than 50psec.

From the time delay till probe signal cutoff, as observed in

figures 25a and b, onc can determine the int.e',sity variation of LSD

wave velocity. (ThiA was done with a more appropriate sweep speed

of lpsec/division.) These data indicates that the LSD wave velocity

V is

V z E'32  (5)

vhere E is the laser energy (or intensity). This result is consistent

with ticoretical expectations of LSD wave theory indicated by equation

i.

Ihe interpretation of the data of figure 25 is not completely

understood since refractive effects are not ruled out. As seen

from the data of Hora (7), an electron density of n e 1018 at a

temperature of 1 eV(II,6000K) leads to an absorption coefficient k

k 10 cm1 (6)

This means the transmitted laser inteiusity thrc-;-i -he 3-m diameter

LSD plasma would be about 5 percent. This is consi.,ten; with throughput

observatioas given in figure 25. On the oLher han,, the 'plasma lens"

would cause a probe laser beam angular divergence e of apoxi-nately

n
-- e-radians (7)

1019
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For n - 1018 one would obtain a probe beam divergence of

eI

6 0.1 radian (8)

It is necessary, in our experimental arrangement, to place

the lens (C) at a distance of about 65 cm from the plasma in order

to reduce scatt'ered Marx Bank Laser energy and to reduce intense

optical radiation from reaching the detector. In this case, as

seen from equation 8, one expects that the probe CO2 beam (even

without absorption) would be completely .refracted away from the

aperture of the lens (C). For this reason, one cannot claim nearly

100 percent attenuation of the probe laser in the LSD plasma. A

more careful experiment at higher frequency appears necessary in

order to accurately determine absorption.
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SECTION III

INTERFEROMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHY

An event with a nonuniform index of refraction will refract

and change the phase of light which passes through it. Laser-supported

absorption waves are composed of plasma, compression waves, and

rarefaction waves accompanied by vapor evolved from the target

surface. Each of these alone will iodify the initial index of

refraction distribution, and all taken together produce complex

changes.

Interferometry compares the phase of an unaffected reference

beam with the phase of a second beam which passes through the event.

In the limit of small changes and essential]y no refraction, the Li
intereference pattern p:oduced and recorded in a film plane can be

analyzed to reconstruct the index of refraction distribution. An

additional limitation to analysis is the possibility of two competinF

contributions to the refractive index bince neutral species retard

the phase while excess electron densities advance it. The summed

refractive index can be determined In man), cases where the individual

components of it cannot. For electrons, the index of refraction, n,
is()

2

where p is the plasma frequency. For neutral species, on the other

hand, (n-l) is proportional to the species density.

In a single-pass interferometer, the phase change is seen as

fringe shifts, with one dark (or light) fringe for each 2T of phase

change between beams or for each differential change in path length

of one wavelength. For a single-species neutral disturbance, one

finds
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P-PAF

0 
(9

P°  L (no-1)()

where equation 9 is strictly valid for a uniform plane slab of gas

of density 0 and an initial density po. In equation 9, X is the

vacuum wavelength, L is the slab thickness, and n is the index of

refraction of a gas of density oo. (For air, at standard pressure,

(no-1) - 2.9 x 10-4.) For a fully ionized disturbance, on the other

hand, one finds

2- . - AF - (no-1) (10)
2w2 L0

where we have assumed that 0 212<<l. Equation 10 shows that the

addition of electrons to the perturbing media has qualitatively the

same effect as removing the neutral sppries. Equstions 9 and 10

are approximations based on uniform density plane slabs. More

detailed calculations(2 0 ,21 ,22 ,23,2 4 ,25) of realistic geometries

and allowing density gradients have been previously considered

and these results have been used in the following analysis.

3.1 RUBY LASER INTERFEROGRAMS

A ruby interferometer was used to study laser-supported absorp-

tion waves and vapor jet interaction with air and a schematic

diagram of the experiment is shown in figure 26. This is a double-

pass Michelson interferometer which doubles the fringe shift but

which also reduces the spatial resolution since during only one of

the two passes through the event is it focused on the film. A

Pockels cell was used to Q-switch the ruby laser at a preselected

time during the LSA wave. A narrow-band filter and complete light

baffle shielded the film from the intense light of the LSA wave.
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A modification of this setup produced a single-pass Mach-

Zehnder interferometer arrangement as shown in figure 27. Mirrors

1 and 2 were replaced by corner cube reflectors which separated the

beam in the target vicinity into one element traveling in each

direction. The nature of the ambient interference pattern of the

film changed from an adjustable fringe spacing to a pattern with

only one fringe which 6ccurs when the reference and sample beams

are collimated.

In all the data discussed below, the beam area followed the

indications given in equation 4 with a minimum focal diameter of

2.4 mm and with the target at that position. By use of appropriate

lenses and spacings, the interferometer was arranged to give a

magnification of 3.17 on the interferograms. Figure 28 is an

example of a strong LSD wave propagating away from the inclined

target surface and up the laser beam. The appearance of these

interferograms is significantly different from ordinary photographs

which show only the luminous regions. There is clearly a conical

shape which shows the radial propagation of the shock wave created

by the LSD wave. This travels outward to the region beyond the

luminous core. Fear the target, some indication of vapor coming

from the surface is seen. Most of the fringe shift occurs near the

shock wavefront, however, resolution is lost at the propagation front

of the LSD wave itself, and significant darkening appears as seen

in figure 28.

Additional features of the propagation of the LSD wave and

absorption of the ruby laser wavelength (.694P) are shown in the

shadowgram (figure 28) which was obtained by blocking

the reference arm of the interferometer. Further features of the

growth of the LSD wave first shown in figure 28 are given in figures

29, 31, and 32. These interferograms were obtained on successive

Marx Bank Laser shots by varying the time delay to the Pockels cell

shown in figure 26. This process is useful here due to the high-

reliability of the laser.
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The method for converting fringe-shift data obtained from the

interferograms to plots of dinsity versus radius is given in Section

3.3, however, a result of this analysis is given in figure 30. The

ratio (n-l)/(n0-1) is equal to gas density ratio (p/po ) when the

electronic contrioution to the refractive index is negligible. The

data presented in figure 30 were obtained by counting fringes on the

interferogram taken at 5.5usec after ignition given in figure 29,

and at the axial position of i - .98 cm, where Y is the average

height above the inclined target surface. The sharp dip at the

origin may be an artifact of the analysis procedure, but the picture

is clearly one of a radial compression wave followed by a rarefaction.

T.he quantity (n-l)/(no-l) is directly proportional to density in the

absence of competing electronic refractive index changes.

The total mass within the 0.5-cm radi;us disk does not seem to

be conserved if we look at this curve and consider only neutral

species contributions. Radial integration over this volume would

require the peak in (n-l)/(n -1) to reich about 4 for mass conserva-

tion. Otherwise, there is a 30-percent error in mass conservation.

This contradiction and the necessary resolution of the problem in

terms of electron densitiec and longitudinal mass flow is discussed

below.

A series of radial plots for different values of the average

longitudinal distance from the target is shown in figure 33. These

correspcnd to the four ,outs across the llpsec interferogram in figure

32 at T - .87, 1.14, 1.4 and 1.7 cm. These all are very similar and

again show the compression and rarefaction regions.

When the Mach-Zehnder configuration of the interferometer as

shown in figure 27 is used, one obtains high resolution data since

the event is focused on the film and refractive edge effects are

thereby minimized. The overall appearance of LSD waves studied by

both the single-pass and double-pass interferograms is unchanged
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except that the number of fringe shifts is halved as shown by the

comparison presented in figure 34. The three lines 60 apart are

the prism edges of the two retroreflectors. The improved resolution

in the single pass picture allows the propagating end of the LSD

wave to be seen, indicating the complicated fine-grained absorption

and refraction processes which occur. Radial plots of mass density

or (n-l)/(r 0 -l) are shown for these photographs in figures 35 and 36.

As the incident laser intensity is reduced on an aluminum

target, the sharp features of the LSD wave are lost and one obtains

a long luminous plasma column in the vicinity of the beam. An

example of thi laser-supportcd blast wave is shown in figure 37

at an intensity level approximately .9 that needed to support a

strong LSD wave. This shock wave is clearly spherical and not

conical in shape and travels at relatively high velocity. On the

interferogram, the shock-wavefront is seen to be much wider than

the compression wave for a LSD wave. Assuming spherical symmetry

of this shock wave, one can analyze the density profile at any chord

of the sphere. Such an analysis has been performed for the cut at

= .51 cm and the results are shown in figure 38 as a plot of

(n-l)/(n -l) versus the radial coordinate perpendicular to the laser

beam axis. It is interesting to note that a numerical integration

of the mass density profile shown in figure 38 yields a total mass

constant to within 5 percent of that gas mass originally lying within

the .77-cm radiio disk. At the present, no self-consistent interpre-

tation of this empiri'cal observation is offered.

The LSA waves ignited from absorbing targets can also be studied

with interferometry and one clearly observes evaporated material

leaving the surface with its momentum nearly normal to the surface.

This can be seen in figure 39 which indicates that at times of 10

and 20 microseconds, the evaporated silica material flows closely

behind the air shock-wavefront and has well defined boundaries.

The overall event has a spheroidal shape rather than a spherical

one, and the location of maximum negative fringe shift is found to
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Al w~.77 cm

Figure 34a:DOUBLE-PASS INTERFEROGRAM OFA LASER-SUPPORTED DETONATION WAVE
5.5 MICROSECONDS AFTER ITS IGNITION ATAN ALUMINVUM TARGETHYA 151
LASER BEAM.

I = 0.83cm

1cm

Figure 34:NEFRGA FALASER-SUPPOR TED DETONA TION WA VE 5 MICROSECONDS
AFTER ITS IGNI TIONATANALUAIINUM TARGETBYA 751 LASER BEAM.
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Figure 37.' DOUBLE-PASS INTERFEROGRAM OFA LASER-INDLICED SHOCK WAVE WITH POSSIBLE
TARGET VAPOR 10 MICROSECONDS A FTER ITS INITIATION A TA 300 A LUMINUMl
TARGET, THE INCIDENT LASER BEAM HAD 6. IJ WHICH WAS SLIGHTL YSMAL LER
THAN THE LASER-SUPPORTED DETONA TION WA VE IGNITION THRESHOLD.
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Figure 39: DOUBLE-PASS INTERFEROGRAMSSHOWA COMB/NATION OF LASEINDUCED
TA ROET VAPOR AND A LASER-INDUCED SHOCK WA VE A T 10 AND 20 MICROSECONDS
AFTER THEIR INITIA TIONA TA SILICA TARGET BYA 75J1 LASER BEAM.
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lie closer to the wave front than to the target. An analysis of the

lower picture at z - 1.1 cm in figure 39 leads to the radial plot

of (n-l)/(n -1) in figure 40 where, once again, one sees a large

-uniform rarefactian region following the compression wave.

Additional interferograms and a shadowgram of the target-

vaporized material and blast wave produced at a silica target are

shown in figure 41. This sequence of data were taken with a total

delivered energy of approximately 7.5 joules and indicates that the

maximum fringe shift region lies closer to the target surface than

the data figure 39 with a laser energy of 15 joules. The lower

interferogram, taken at 20isec and near the end of the laser pulse,

is analyzed at an axial position of z -'.68 cm and the results shown

in figure 42.

In addition to silica, Lucite is another material which can

absorb very large laser intensities at 10.6p without igniting laser-

supported detonation waves. This is strictly true only after the

target is "cleaned" by a preliminary laser pulse. A series of

ruby interferograms showing the ejection of vaporized target material

from a Lucite target with a total delivered energy of 15 joules

is shown in figure 43. With this energy, the peak laser inteneity
7 2

at the target surface is approximately 4.8 x 107 watts/cm . It

appears, as expected, that the amount of vaporized Lucite target

material is considerably larger than similar interferograms made for

a silica target and shown previously in figures 39 and 41.

In contrast to the silica interferograms, the vaporized Lucite

material appears to come off at greater angles, and the region of

maximum negative phase change lies closer to the target than to the

wavefront, however, the overall spheroidal shapes are very similar

in the two cases. An Abel in% :rsion of the lower interferogram taken

at 8psec and shown in figure 43, has been analyzed and the results

at i - .54 cm are shown in figure 44. This radial plot of (n-l)/(n -1)

56
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INTERFEROGRAM 4 psec

INTERFEROGRAM 10jpsec SHADOWGRAM 1lisec

1cm

INTERFEROGRAM 20 psec

Figure 41: IA'TERFEROGRA MSAAD A SHADOWORAM SHOW THE GROWTH Of LASER-INDUCED
TARGET VAPOR ANDA SHOCK WAVE DEVELOPED FROM A SILICA TARGET BYA
75J LASER BEAM.
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Figur9 43: OUUBLE-PASS IN TERFEROGRA MS SHOW THE GROWTH OF LASER-
INDUCED TARGET VAPOR AND A SHOOK WAVE DEVELOPED
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shows two separate wavefronts, indicating that the inner one is

evaporated material. It is coincident with the apparent evaporated

material front in the interferogram. Strong absorption occurs near

the target; however, absorption is weaker near the evaporated

material frcnt.

Reducing the laser energy by a factor of two causes a reduced

vaporization rate as shown by the sequence of interferograms of

figure 45. This data for a delivered energy of 7.5 joules should

be compared with the 15 joule data previously given in figure 43.

Little absorption is seen near the target, but the absorption
near the evaporated material front remains high. Figure 46 shows
shadowgraphi which clearly display absorption and refraction regions.

The lower shadowgram was taken just before the lower interferogram

in figure 45. The upper shadowgram was taken earlier on a different

sample which has been exposei to enough shots to develop a noticeable

crater. A definite jet blow-off tffect is seen in the upper shadowgram

which is only suggested in the lower shadowgram. The lower interfero-

gram In figure 45 was analyzed along the cut at z - .57 cm, and the

corresponding radial plot of (n-l)/(n -1) is shown in f'gure 47 which

shows a dip in density just inside the compressed region. Such

behavior may occur in figure 44, but be masked by the evaporated

material since there is a downward trend for increasing radius

beginning at the center. It should be noted that the plots of

(n-1)!(r -1) are proportional to gas density only when the electron

contribution to the refractive index is negligible and, in addition,

the refractive index c the gaseuus vaporized material is the same

a' that of air. At this point, thesp assumptions are not verified

and further work is required to obtain more useful information.

"his additio,dl work invclves identification of species in the

vaw;),ried ratk.rIr, and use of two-wavelength interferometry.
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The above comments concerning the interpretation of interfero-

metric data apply, as well, to the data on laser-supported detonation

waves. In this case, however, the species are known to consist of

singly ionized nitrogen, oxygen, and electrons since LSD wave

properties are not dependent on the target material which originally

ignited the wave. This can be seen by comparing the Mach-Zehnder

interferograms of LSD waves ignited from a titanium target (figure

48) to those of figure 29 which show LSD waves ignited from an

aluminum target. This series of interferograms is analyzed at a

fixed distance of T = .32 cm, and the data is shown for the several

instants of time in figure 49. The radial plots of (n-l)/(n -1)

seem to vary with time in a somewhat irregular manner. It is
interesting to note the negative value of (n-l)/(n -1) for the one

microsecond curve which indicates an electronic contribution to the

index of refraction. After this time, the inner region shows a

low density similar to the previous aluminum data. This 1 microsecond

data occurs, of course, near the peak power of the Marx Bank Laser

intensity.

A comparison of the radial density profile of LSD waves ignited

from both aluminum and titanium targets is shown in figure 50. These

data are both taken at nearly equal distances behind the LSD front

itself; however, the data are actually taken at different times and

distances from the target. The aluminum data is taken from figure 34

at a distance T 1.0 cm and at a time of 5psec while the titanium

data is from figure 48 at i = .73 cm and at a time of 4psec. It

is apparent from figure 50 that the target iLs.lt plays little role

in the actuai propagation of LSD waves. The target is important,

however, in the ignition of the LSD wave where such propertls as

reflectivity and thermal conductivity play a large role.

All of the analyzed inte&ferograms w'ich have been pre'riously

presented show rather small compretsions compared with what one

would expect based solely on predictions of the shock conservation
(26)

equations 2
. These radial shock wave velocities, V., as 'neauured
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from the interferograms are related to the normal shock velocity

by V = VR cos 0, where 9 is the conical shock wave angle. OnenR

can then compare theoretical mass densities based on the shock

conservation equation with the interferometric data. This is done

using the interferograms of figures 29, 31, and 32 where data is

analyzed at z - 1.0 cm. The peak compression at the radial shock

waves are thus computed from measured radial expansion velocities.

Typically, the radial Mach number is M 3 at a time of 5.5wsec.

In this way, the peak compression (p/ o ) is plotted versus time after

LSD wave ignition from an aluminum target. Figure 51 shows this

computation for y = 1.4 and for y = 1.17. It is evident that the

expected compressions of at least 4 are considerably greater than

those previously deduced from the Abel inversions of interferograms.

One possible explanation of this discrepancy is to assume that

there is an impor7tant electronic contribution to the refractive

index in the shock wavefront. An estimate of the electron density

required to cause this effect may be deduced from equations 9 and

]0, whicL indicate the opposite contribution to the sign of the

refractive index. Thus, the measured fringe shift F is actually

proportional to

w 2
LF ::n - 1- ...i_. (11)"

while the reduced data has tacitly assumed a negligtble electron

density. Assuming y - 1.4 and using the data of figure 5], one

obtains

P/P° - 3.5

at t - 5.5iisec. The maximum ¢conprebsion" as measured in filure 41

Is 1.35. The discrepancy between these two results can be resolved
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18 -3
by assuming an electron density of n e - 2.8 x 10 cm . Thee

ionization under these conditions is approximately 2.8 percent.

At the later time of llwsec and again referring to the results

of figure 51, one finds a calculated peak compression of 2.4 This

compression should be compared with the estimated data of figure 45

which indicates a compression of only 1.25. The apparent discrepancy

can again be resolved by assuminp an ionization of 2.2 percent.
In this case, tie electron density is 1.6 x 1018 -3 (wp2/W2)Inthscaete lctondnst i 16x 0 cm and(aI)

6.9 x 10 - 4

3.2 TIME-RESOLVED INTERFEROMETRY

In addition to the interferograms previously discussed, which

have an overall view of the "event" at selected times, a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer was set up using a CW argon laser at a wavelength

of .4881. The interference fringes along a line coaxial with the

high power CO1 laser beam were followed to yield time-resolved
(27)

interferometry as first demonstrated by Basov ( len the fringe

shift can be followed across the shock front, (in some cases, there

are too many fringes and the photographic resolution is not good enough

to allow the required counting) this fringe-profile or contour

map of the events' history can be analyzed in space and time to

determine the index of refraction.

A diagram of this interferometer is shown in figure 52. The
0

4880 A beam from the argon laser has only about 0.1 watt, so careful

arrangements were needed to produce usable interferograms. After

initial "beam cleaning", a cylindrical mirror focused the beam to a

line focus in the region in front of the target. Slits near the

target and at several points in the following optical train reduced

extraneous light. Two prisms split and recombined the beams. The

event focus was in one arm where the CO2 beam was incident on a

target. These prism elements and turning mirrors were adjusted to

product straight fringes which were perpendicular to the line focus.
0

After recombination, a narrow-band 4880 A filter eliminated the unwanted
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LSD light from the event. A spherical lens focused tLe interference

pattern into a line on the image converter tube face. The TRW camera

operated in its normal streak mode to sweep the interference pattern

over a time interval of 10sec. An approximate estimate of the

fractional density change can be obtained from the interferograms

by using equation 9 to obtain Ap/p 0 .86F.

Even with great care, the fringe shift at the LSD wavefront

was sufficiently large that we could not count the fringe shift.

As a minimum, however, we found at least +2 fringes (and probably

much greater). Part of this problem is caused by both refraction
0

and absorption of the 4880 A laser beam by the high-density gas

at the LSD wavefront. This effect can be seen by observations made

by blocking one arm of the interferometer which leads to a form of

shadowgram. Following the large positive fringe shift occurring

at the front of the LSD wave, one observes a negative fringe shift

observable in figure 53 for a laser energy of 6 joules. At later

times, slower waves traveling near Mach 1 can be seen, which probably

result from target material vaporization or gas desorption from the

target.

A

By making a series of interferograms which cover 40 micro-

seconds, one can observe a third wavefront which is very slow (Mach

number .5) and initially appears about 25 microseconds after ignition

of the LSD wzve (figure 54). In addition to LSD wave ignition,

these targets show interesting effects at laser intensities below

LSD wave threshold. When laser intensity is high, (7.5 Joules) LSD

waves ignited from alumina look the saas as those ignited from

aluminum or other metallic targets as seen in figure 55. The transition
(28) 0

B X/0>0 of aluminum oxide (AIO) at 4842 A is sufficiently near
0

the 4880 A wavelength of the argon laser to be a good absorbt,! of

the interferometer beam. Below intensities for LSD wave ignition,

the vapor comes off with a velocity which increases as laser intensity

increases up to about Mach 1. In this range of velocities, absorption
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0
of tht 4880 A wavelength becomes progressively stronger, however,

above Mach 1 the air shock wave and vapor front begin to separate

with the vapor velocity now Just under Mach 1 when the air shock

speed reaches Mach 1.3. Under these conditions, the fringe pattern

indicates first a positive density increase at the front of Ap/p -

+1.3 followed a short time later by a negative fringe shift of

hp/p = -1.7. This behavior is seen in figure 56a which also indicaces

that velocity of the vaporized material slows down as it moves

farther and farther from the target surface.

Uhen the CO2 iser intensity is increased so that the vapor

front velocity reache3 Mach 2, a maximum volume of vapor appears

to be produced. This vapor reaches out to about 4 mm from the

target surface and then recedes as shown in figure 56b. As the shock

velocity reaches Mach 3, the vapor appears only out to 1 nun and lasts

for only 2 microseconds. At full intensity, a shock velocity of

Mach 10 is reached and no vapor effect is seen. The data from a

series of such time-resolved interferograms taken with Increasing

energy is shown in figure 57. Each curve iq taken at a different

laser energy normalized such that q represents 17 joules of delivered

energy and also the highest available laser intensity. As mentioned

above, at this Deak intensity of approximately 5.3 x 10 watts/cm

LSD waves are always ignited and no target vapor is observed. All

the curves shown in figure 57 are at lower intensities where signifi-

cant vaporization occurs and show the outer boundary of the absorbing

A1O vapor. The density of the vapor must be high since the boundary

is very distinct and the absorption over the 2-3 mm path is as much

as 90 percent. It appears that the vapor boundary begins to recede

when a LSD wave is ignited and this LSD wave then shields the target

surface from the CO2 beam energy and the target surface then cools.

As the LSD wave moves away from the target surface, it sees

lower la":k f {ntetisity because of the focused condition of the

beam and because the CO2 laser power decreases after the initial peak
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at 0.5wsec and again after the second peak at 3.l sec. As n

consequence, the LSD wavefront is initially very narrow but widens

as intensity drops. When the absorption boundary slows down appreciably,

the LSD absorption length becomes increasingly greater and appears

from optical data as a wave traveling toward the target surface.

(See Section II and IV for additional details.) At the front of this
0

wave, A1O is dissociated and can no longer absorb at 4880 A. At late

times when the A10 recombines, its density is low because of diffusion

away from the target and little absorption occurs.

Silica is another absorbing target whose vapor, however, does
0

not absorb at 4880 A. For a full laser intensity of 17 joules,

fractional dersity changes of 16P/P1 2 4 occur with vapor induced

shock velocities of Mach 5. From data such as given in figure 58,

it can be seen that for the shock wave (or wavefront) velocities

greater than Mach ], an additional slower wavefront also exists

which is probably the target vapor. At very low incident laser

energies of approximately 1 joule, it is relatively easy and

unambiguous to foilow these fringe paths.

3.3 ABEL INVERSION AND DETER2INATION OF THE RADIAL VARIATION OF
THE INDEX OF REFRACTION

The fringe patterns discussee previously require mathematical

processing (2 9 ) in order to obtain the actual variation with radial

position. This occurs because the optical path through the laser-

supported detonation waves samples a continuum of radial positions

on its path through the plasma.

The observed fringe shift as dependent on the linear cbserved

distance x is dependent on ar integral cf the form

r

N(x) = 2 0 (12)
v r-x

x
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which has the inversion

n(r) 1 - ro N1(Z- X _ (13)
r 1 -

In equation 12, N(x) is the phase shift of the interferometer beam

at a distance x from the origin of a cylindrically symmetric

disturbance of maximum radius r . The radial dependence of the index

of refraction is n(r) and the derivative of the measured fringe shift

in the x direction is NI(x).

Our data have been analyzed by a numerical technique derived

in reference 29 which requires evenly spaced input data. This is

necessary since tables of coefficients are used which minimize error.

The actual data derived from the interferograms is not evenly spaced,

however, and we have obtained such data by fitting piece-wise, cubic

curves to the data point and the interpolating to the required evenly

spaced data points. These data points were then utilized in the

numerical inversion routine along with estimated data points at

maxima.

A test case was devised in order to test the computer program

in which the gas in a cylinder of radius .5 cm was originally uniform

and at atmospheric pressure. This gas was then redistributed to

the following density profile

P/Po M .19 for o<r<.4 cm } (14)

P/00 M 1.85 for .4<r<.5 cm
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This step function was then used to calculate the fringe shift AF

as a function of the viewing coordinate x.

AF [ 2A __Z4 6.4V'-x] n0-1) O<x<.4cm

LF .25-x (n -1) .4 <x<.Scm (15)
0

F 0 x>.5cm

This exact fringe shift variation is shown in figure 59 as a function of

x for (n -1) = 2.9 x 10-4 (corresponding to air). This fringe shift
variation was then numerically re-inverted using the computer program

to obtain LP/P, the fractional density change as a function of radius

which is shown in figure 60. The agreement with the assumed densities

is very good, except near the density step. Twice as many points

per division are used for the outer one-quarter of the radius and

this procedure was followed for all the inversions.
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SECTION IV

SPECTROSCOPIC SITUDIES OF LASER-SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WAVES

Light emissions from laser-supported absorption waves ignited

by the 10.6 micron CO2 laser pulse at several kinds of solid surfaces

have been studied by both time-integrated and time-resolved !pectro-

scopic techniques. The timc-integrated emission spe.tra are

taken with a quartz pri-ar spectrograph (hilger-.'dttr) which is of good

resolution in the near iltraviolet. Identificat'ou o . species is

done with the help ef standard reference books i30 '31 '32 )  The time-

resolved spectra of low resolution in the visible are take, with a

transmission spectrograph (TRW 42A) and an iinqoe converter -amera

(TRW ID). A correlation with the tima-integra.ed spectrum yields

information concerning the time variation of the strong emission

lines.

A schematic for tl,e time-recolved experiments is sho,,n in

figure 61. A moveable ,nercury lamp is used for both distance and

spectral calibrations. For the time-integrated experiments, the

quartz spectrograph is used iisteid of the transmission spectrograph.

The wavelength scalis of the spectra are calibrated with reference

lights of hydrogen, helium as well as mercury. The dispersions found

for the two spectrographs are sunmnarized in Table 1.

Ta le 1

Di_ persin of 5pec;troccopic instruments

O L)
WavelcngLh (A) T)ispersions (A/rnr.)

M lger-,,.atts TR'. 4A
2000 4.1
2500 8.5
3000 15
3500

4000 35 129
5000 65 144

6000 1,)5 157

7000 1'5
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Spectograph 42A

Image TRW
Converter ID
Camera

Figure 61 Schematic (or the tine-resolved spectioscopic study of laser
supported absorption waves.
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Two types of absorption waves have been studied so far. They

are:

(a) The laser-supported detonation wave which travels towards the

laser light source at a supersonic speed and consists mainly

of N + , 0+ and a small fraction of N 44 and 0 4+; and

(b) The laser-supported blast wave which travels along the outward

surface nornal of the target at a slower speed and consists

mainly of molecular and atomic species derived from the target

mate rials.

In addition to the experimental studies, a theoretical calculation

of the equilibrium compositicn of air has been carried out. The

temperature and the electron density in the LSD waves are estimated17013

to be greater than 25,000°K and 1.5 x 10 per cm , respectively.

Details of the results and analyses are presented below.

4.1 TIME INTEGRATED SPECTRA

Emission spectra of laser supported absorption waves generated

from targets of aluminum, copper, nickel, tungsten, soda glass, Teflon,

masking tape, boron nitride, alumina and others are recorded with

spectroscopic plates (Kodak type I-F and 1-0). The intensity versus

wavelength trace is obtained by using a microdensitometer. Some
(33)preliminary results have been described in an earlier paper

We note that the preliminary experiments have been performed with

the axis of the spectrograph arbitrarily located at 300 from the

axis of the laser beam. The spectra obtained at 300 (the next five

figures) are of a greater light intensity but otherwise not much

different from those obtained at 900 (the remaining figures in this

sec L ion)

Figure 62 shows a section of the spectrum in the range from
0

2280 to 2620 A obtained from an aluminum target with a 7-joule
0

pulse. 'lhe carbon lines at 2296.9 and 2478.6 A establish the wavelength
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scale. The vertical lines in the figure designate the wavelength

and intensity of all nossible emission lines of N+, 0+, N++ and

0++ (obtained from a condensed electric spark through air) as listed
(30)in Striganov 0 . It is apparent that a large part of the spectrum

can be identified as due to N+ and 0+, while a small part can be

attributed to N+ + and 0 + + . We have searched for neutral atomic

and diatomic specie* of air but have failed to find them. The

small amount of carbon present in the spectrum may be either due to

evaporation of the absorbed layer on the surface or due to some

carbon-containing materials in air.

Figure 63 shows a section of the spectrum obtained from a

masking tape target in which a hole is burned through the tape for

each shot. Comparing with figure 62, we see that the carbon lines

are more prominent whereas the N+ and 0+ lines are slightly weaker

in figure 63. Other features in the spectrum include emission
0 +  0

lines of Mg ,2852.1 A), Mg (2795.5 and 2802.7 A ), the CN violet0
band system (B-A, with 0, 0 4t 3883.4 A), etc. We note that the

spectrograph is aligned such that light emission from species

derived from target materials illuminates the entire slit. In

zontrast, the N+, 0 +, C+ and C++ lines illuminate only a fraction

of the slit. It appears that some carbon, evaporated from the surface

during the initial stage of laser irradiation is heated by the LSD

wave.

Figure 64 shows a section of the emission spectrum in the range
0

from 2400 to 2700 A obtained from a soda glass target. In addition
+ +

to the N+ and 0 lines from the LSD wave, emisston lines from the

target materials such as Na and Si are very prominent. (The sodium
0

D-lines at 5890 and 5896 A are observed to a distance as far as
41.5 cm from the target.) Of special interest is the Si line at

0
2541.8 A which illuminates only a fraction of the slit similar to

the behavior of C+ and C++ discussed above. It Is likely that some

silicon evaporated from the surface during the Initial stage of
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laser irradiation is heated by the LSD wave.

Under certain conditions, the laser irradiation on a target

surface does not generate a detonation wave but a blast wave. The

emission spectrum in the latter case consists mainly of bands from

molecules at a much lower temperature (probably in the range from

30000 to 40000K as observed in a flame).

Figure 65 shows the spectrum from an aluminum-black t-rget

(which is very heavily anodized aluminum). The atomic lines

of Al and Na served to establish the wavelength scale. A well

developed band system is attributed to the A1O (B-X) transition. (32)
o

The Kodak 1-F plate is sensitive for wavelength shorter than 7000 A.

Figure 66 shows the emission spectrum from a boron nitride

target. Calcium is found to be a major impurity in the target.

A series of waves of bands with maxima designated by arrows can be
(32)identified as the triatomic molecule BO2  . Note the LSD waves

have been generated with these strongly absorbinp targets at high

laser energies.

Emission spectra have also been taken with the spectrograph

located at 90- from the laser beam. Figures 67, 68 and 69 show

three sections of the spectrum of an LSD wave generated with a 15--

joule pulse and looking at 7 mm in front of an aluminum target plate.
+ + 4- ++

All possible lines of N+ , 0 , N and 0 from the reference book
(30)

by Striganov and Sventitskil are designated. The arrows at the

bottom of figures 68 and 69 indicate the strong lines which show

up in the time-resolved spectrum. The four sections of the LSD

wave spectrum presentpd in figures 62, 67, 68 and 69 are typical for

all metallic targets which reflect the l0.6p light. Even for an

absorbing target, the same spectrum persists provided the laser pulse

energy is much above the threshold for the generation of an LSD

wave.
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4.2 EQUILIBRIUM CONrOSITION OF AIR AND TEMPERATURE ESTIMATES

In order to estimate the temperature and the electron density

in the LSD waves, a theoretical computer calculation (previously

developed) of the equilibrium composition of air has been carried

out. The basic assumptions are ideal gas behavior and instant

equilibrium. For each possible species, neutral or charged, the

total partition function is written in terms of atomic or molecular

(34)constants available from optical spectroscopy . Thermodynamic

functions sucn as entropy and free energy are related to the partition

function by Lhe standard formulae derived from statistical

mechanics 3 5 ' . At a given temperature and pressure, the equilibrium

composition is found by an iteration procedure which minimizes the

free energy of the system subject to. the conditiots of conservation
(36)

of charge and mass . Earlier work and other methods for the

calculation of equilibrium composition can be found in a review

(37)
paper

Starting from a combination of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen, the

equilibrium composition of air has been calculated for pressures from

0.01 to 100 atm and for temperatuies from 103 to 10 °K. Figure 70 shows

the calculated air composition at 1 atm for temperatures belowo 3)
20,000 K. Th2 number density n (per cm ) for a given species can be

calculated by

n - 7.35 x 1021 F P/T 116)

where F is the mole fraction, P is the pressure (in atm) and T is

the temperatu-e (in 0 K). We see that as the temperature increases,

the molecules dissociate into atoms which subsequently ionize.

For the convenience of discussion, a cross-over temperaruze, Tc, can

be defined. At 1 atm, the T for (N N) and (N, N + ) are found at

6600 and 14,7000 K, respectively. On the other hand, the 02 molecule

ts not so strongly bound so that the T for (029 0) occurs at 34000 K

(see f'3ure 70).
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Figure 71 shows the calculated air composition at a pressure of

100 atm for temperatures below 20,0000 K. Comparison with the previous

figure shows a qualitative similarity except all the cross-overs

tend to occur at a high temperature for the high pressure case. A

summary of the T for species in air is shown in figure 72. OurC

results are in good agreement with earlier calculations on the

composition of air

As mentioned previously, the emission spectrum of the LSD waves

consist mainly of N+ and 0+ with a small contribution from N+ + and

O+ + (figures 62, 67, 68 and 69). If local thermodynamic equilibrium

is assumed, then the temperature in the LSD waves is estimated to

be slightly lower than the T for (N+ , N + ) and (0, 0 ). For LSDc

waves at 1 atm, the estimated temperature is about 25,0000K and the~I7 3

electron density is 1.5 x 101 7 per cm . If the pressure in the

LSD wave is 100 atm, the temperature and electron density are estimated
19 3

as 40,000°K and 1.0 x 10 per cm , respectively

According to Griem (4 0 ) , a measurement of the relative line

intensities of subsequent ionization stages of the same element

yields information concerning the temperature of the species. We

find in figure 63 that the intensity ratio of the lines C
+ +

0 + o
(2296.9 A) and C (2509 to 2512 A) is 0.67 after correcting tor the

continuum background. This yields temperatures from 23,000 to
37,0000K for electron densities from 1.5 x 101! to 1.0 X 1019 per

3
cm , respectively. The line intensity can be measured quite accurately

by weighing the cutout of a spectral line from a chart paper. For

example, the intensity ratio of the C (2309.1 A) to C(2511.7
0

and 251-.0 A) is found to agree with the ratio of their transition

probabilities (31 ) to within .03. However, the temperature is not

very sensitive to the intensity ratio
(40 )

Another estimate of the temperature is obtained from the intensity

distribution of the continuum emission. For a perfect black body
(4 1 ),
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Lhe spectral energy density function exhibits a maximum at hv = 2.822kT.

The continuum spectral emission recorded from strong LSD waves

(at intensities well above threshold) exhibit two broad maxima

as a function of wavelength, however. The first one, between 4500
0

and 2600 A would correspond to a black-body temperature in the range

between 12,0000 and 20,000°K. The second one, located at a wavelength

shorter than 2000 A would correspond to a temperature higher than

0,0000 K (which could be the LSD wavefront temperatur during the

early stage of the ]aser pulse).

For a target which absorbs light appreciably at 10.6p , a blast

wave is observed. T'he emission spectrum in this case consists

mainly of bands from molecules at a much lower temperature (probably

around 4000°K as occurs in flames). The results shown in figures

65 and 66 tend to confirm the theoretical work by Chang, Drummond,

and Hall ( 4 2 ) that the molecular species evaporated from an opaque

target may become transparent to the laser radiation when the vaDor

is heated to around 45000K, provided the laser power density is

below the threshold for breakdown.

4.3 TIRE-RESOLVED SPECTRA

Time-resolved emission spectra of LSD waves have been obtained

from several types of targets (soda glass, carbon, sapphire, boron

nitride, aluminum plate, etc.) as a function of laser pulse energy,

distance from the target and delay time. A schematic of the

experimental arrangement is shown in figure 61. The transmission

spectrograph yields a spectrum in the wavelength range from 3800
0

to 6200 A . Typical time-resolved spectra of LSD waves obtained at

7 mm in front of an aluminum plate during the first 10,0sec of the

laser pulse with energies of 15 and 7.5 joules are shown in Figure 73.
Mercury reference lines superimposed in the spectra are also shown.

Each figure is a single exposure picture taken with Polaroid type

41C films of speud ASA 10,000. We see in these figures that the

velocity (if tie wavefront, as expected, depends on the laser energy.

in figure. 73a, the light emission e..hlbits a break in time, which
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Figure 73 Pictures of time-resolved spectra of LSD waves.
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occurs for a higher energy pulse and at a distance close to the

target. The spectrum is characterized by about a dozen emission

lines superimposed on a continuum. The LSD wave, once generated,

yields a spectrum which seems to be insensitive to the type cf

target, distance, laser power and delay time, except for intensity

variations. For absorbing targets, emissions from target materials

are observed following the LSD wavefront which contains air species

only.

Time-resolved spectra of LSD waves have also been taken with

Kodak Royal Pan film of speed ASA 400 for micro-densitometric

analysis. The results of 10 superimposed exposures at two-time larger

f-stop yields a spectrum of almost identical appearance compared

with the single exposure picture. Figure 74 shows the spectra at

3, 7 and 9psec after the start of the 15-jou.e pulse and looking

at 7 mm in front of the aluminum target plate (same conditions as

for figure 73a). Full width at half maximum of spectral lines as
0

small as 24 A has been observed in a helium reference spectrum.

(The inherent line width is 15 A.) However, the line widths in an
0

LSD wave spectrum are typically broader than 50 A due to the

necessary Intensity-resolution trade-off and unresolved features

in the spectrum.

We see in figure 74 that the emission spectrum at each instant

seems to be the same except that the intensity changes with time.

Identification of peaks in the time-resolved spectrum is accomplished

with the help of the time-integrated spectrum (see the arrows at

the bottom of figures 68 and 69). Due to the response threshold of

the image convertor camera, the weaker features do not shot. up in

the time-resolved spectrum. Thus, all peaks in figure 74 have been
0

assigned to N+ except the small peak at 4350 A which is attributedO+ + '

to 0+. The LSD wave spectrum (N and 0+ ) lasts for about 25psec,

which is the duration of the laser pulse.
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Figure 74 Densitometer traces of time-resolved spectra of ISD waves
at several instants of time.
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In order to demonstrate the temporal development of the LSD
+0

waves, we have chosen tLe N 5005 A line (actually many unresolved

lines plus the continuum background). Figure 75 shows the intensity

variation of this line obtained with 15 Joule pulses from an

aluminum plate target at distances from I to 20 mm. From the onset

of Lh wavefront (arrows pointed downwards) an average forward speed

is estimated to be about 4 x 105 cm/sec. A striking feature of this

figure is that the light emission is not continuous in time. At

distances .S 7 mm and smaller, there exists an interval within

which the intensity is essentially zero. The onsets of the second

luminous part (arrows pointed upwards) seem to indicate a wave

traveling back to the target. The average backward speeds are

estimated as 106 and 7 x 105 cm/sec between 7-4 nmm and 4-1 mm,

respectively. These waves have previously been observed by image

converter photographs as Indicated in Section II and in the interfero-

metric data of Section III. These backwaru waves are the result

of the increased laser absorption length as the laser intensity

decreases at the front of the LSD wave.

Figure 76 shows the temporal variations of the LSD waves as
+ 0

represented by the N 5005 A line at several energies by looking

at a fixed distance of 7 mm in front of an aluminum plate. The

results shown in figures 75 and 76 suggest that the break in emission

intensity is related to the high electron density of the LSD wavefront.

After an air breakdown has been triggered at the solid surface, the

plasma absorbs radiation by Inverse Bremstrahlung and travels towards

the laser light source as a detonation wave.

From a time-resolved spectrum, one can measure the time it takes

for an LSD wave to travel a given distance. Results on five different

targets at three pulse energies and four distances are summarized in

figure 77. For targets which absorb the 10.6 micron energy, the

ignition of LSD waves is often delayed and the scattering of data

points in the figure indicates the difficult nature of the experiments.

The target samples were chemically cleaned but are typical of those
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Figuro 75 Intensity variation of the LSD wave spectrum as represented
by the N + 5005 1 line at se-veral distances.
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Figure 76 Intensity variation of the LSD wave spectrum as represented

by the N+ 5005 Xline at several energies.
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found in a laboratory with unspecified surfaces in which contaminations

on the surface may be important.

Figure 78 shows the average forward speed of an LSD wave which

traveled between 1 and 4 mm plotted against the cube root of the

laber pulse energy for several targets. For an ideal detonation
(4)

wave ( the speed is expected to be proportional to the cube root

cf the power density. In the present experiments, the 10.6p laser

pulse exhibits two peaks at 0.5 and 3wiec after the start of the

pulse (with maximum power densities of 5.0 x 107 and 
3.0 x 107

I:/cm2 , respectively); it then decays to zero at the end of about 25usec.

Since the surface ,ond.'tior and ignition delay may vary from one

experimeiu: to arother, the 'aser power responsible for each LSD wave

also varies. In view of this, the qualitative agreement with the

one-third power depe,,cence should be regarded as satisfactory.

It is perhaps evident from the results in FiguLe 78 that the

average speed of LSD waves generated from soda glass and alumina

are somewhat higher than that from the other two targets. One possible

reason for this may be because soda glass and alumina targets yield

metal vanors of sodium and aluminum which are easily ionized. We

ncte also that the threshold for ignition of LSD waves are also

lower for soda glaqs and alumina (see Section V).

For a -.,,aple which absorbs the 10.6p laser light appreciably,

a blast wave propagating normal to the target is generated. The

cmission spectrum in such a case consists of target materials which,

in contrast to the air spk.cie;, travel a shorter distance at a slower
o +

speed and emit light lon',,er, e.g., Ca (4226.7 A) and Ca (3933.7 and
0 0

3968.5 A) from Ioron nitride or glass, Al (3944.0 and 3961.5 A)
0

and Al0 (BX, with zerc.-zero at 4842.1 A) from alumina, etc. Thus,

with the laser beam perpendicular to the sample surface, one first

observes the LSD wave with a characteristic air spectrum followed

by evaporated materials from the target.
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found in a laboratory with unspecified surfaces in which contaminations

on the surface may be important.

Figure 78 shows the average forward speed of an LSD wave which

traveled between I and 4 mm plotted against the cube root of the

laber pulse energy for several targets. For an ideal detonation

wave (4) the speed is expected to be proportional to the cube root

of the poser d.nsity. In the present experiments, the 10. 6 laser

pulse exhibits two peaks at 0.5 and 3usec after the start of the

pulse (with maximum power densities of 5.0 x 107 and 3.0 x 107

V/cm2 , respectively); it Then decays to zero at the end of about '5psec.

Since the surface condition and ignition delay may vary from one

experiment to another, the laser power responsible for each LSD wave

also varies. In view of this, the qualitative agreement with the

one-third power dependence should be regarded as satisfactory.

It is perhaps evident from the results in Figure /8 that the

average speed of LSD waves generated from soda glass and alumina

are somewhat higher than that from the other two targets. One possible

reason for this may be because soda glass and alumina targets yield

metal vapors of sodium and aluminum which are easily ionized. We

note also that the threshold for ignition of LSD waves are also

lower for soda glass and alumina (see Section V).

For a sample which absorbs the 10.61 laser Light appreciably,

a blast wave propagating normal to the target is generated. The

emission spectrum in such a case consists of target materials which,

in contrast to the air speci,.s, travel a shorter distance at a slower

o +speed and e[iiit liglhe longer, e.g., Ca (4226.7 A) and Ca (3933.7 and
o 0

3968.5 A) from horon nitride or glass; Al (3944.0 and 3961.5 A)
0

and AlO (B-X, with zero-zero at 4842.1 A) from alumina, etc. Thus,

with the laser beam perpendicular to the sample surface, one first

observes the LSD wave with a characteristic air spectrum followed

by evaporated materials from the target.
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Figure 79 shows the emission spectra of laser-supported absorp-

tion waves excited by a 7.5 joule pulse from an alumina sample and

looking at 4 mm in front of it. At 2psec, the spectrum is very
+ +similar to the air spectrum (N and 0 ) shown in figure 74. The

emission intensity decreases to a minimum after 4psec and increases

again after about 5Ijsec (similar to the general behavior shown in

figures 75 and 76). At 15paec after the start of the pulse, the

snectrum exhibits emission features of Al and A1O superimposed on

the "air" spectrum.

The emission spectrum of the B-X transition in AIO is of particular

interest because the separations of the vibrational energy levels

in the B 2Z+ state are slightly smaller than the laser photon energy.

Figure 80 shows the spectra obtained 1 mm in front of an alumina

sample with several different energy pulses. For the 15-and 7.5-

joule cases, strong emission from N+ and 0+ is excited during the

earlier part of the laser pulse. At 16psec, however, the spectrum

consists mainly of Al and A1O and a weak N+ 5005 A line. On the

other hand, the 3.8-Joule pulse excites a weak emission from the air

species but the A1O features are quite strong. It is surprising to

find that the emission bands of Av - 2 and 1 are much stronger than

the other bands of Av - 0, -1, and -2 during the time of the laser

pulse. (Compare the time-integrated spectrum of the B+X transition

in A1O observed in an LSB wave as shown in figure 65.) Furthermore,

the Lv = 2 band is more intense than the Av = 1 band for lower energy

pulses. F esumably, this is due to less shielding of the laser

radiation by the LSD waves generated at low energy. The preference

for simultaneous electronic and vibrational relaxations in the presence

of an intense laser radiation may be regarded as an evidence of a

kind of stimulated emiasion. However, furthei work on this subject

is needed.
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Figure 79 Time-resolved spectra of LSD waves observed at 4 mm fromn
an alumina sample at several instatits.
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Figure 80 Timie -resolved spectra of LSB waves observed at I ruLm
from an alumina sample at several energies.
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4.4 DISCUSSION

The emission spectra of sparks produced at the focus of a

giant-pulse ruby laser (hv - 1.78 eV) have been studied by several

authors.4 3 4 7 )  Typically, the plasma consists of singly charged

atomic species from air. Gas breakdown with pulsed CO laser

radiation (hv - 0.117 eV) has been studied by Smith(I 148) and the
9 2

breakdown threahold in cold air was found to be about 2 % 10 W/cm

depLnding on the focused spot size. With external sources of electrons

to initiate the cascade process, however, the threshold could be

lowered by a factor of five. This is similar to the theoretical

considerations (1 5 ) and the present observations that the laser

intensity needed to maintain a laser-supported detonation (LSD)

wave is lower than that needed to ignite it. As noted in the first

paper on this subject (4 9 ) breakdown effects were observed to occur

at sa'iple surfaces much more readily than in a gas.

Our present studies described above show that air breakdown

and laser-supported detonation waves can be triggered by a solid

surface at a laser intensity much below the cold air breakdown

threshold. 'he gaseous plasma of N+ and C+ is probably a general

phenomenon related to laser-supported detonation waves, regardless

of the ignition process.

It is of interest to consider the role of a solid surface in

lowering the threshold of air breakdown induced by a giant-pulse

laser. The two-step mechanism for gas breakdowa is believed
(48 )

to be: (a) to obtain the firstseveral electrons by multiphoton

ionizatioa and (b) to multiply the number of electrons in a cascade

process. In the present experiments, electron emission from a hot

surface layer at the beginning of the pulse may have producLd

the equivalent of mechanism (a), provided the surface layer abscrbs

appreciably at the laser wavelength. Other possibilities which may

have contributed to the threshold lowering include: (I) metal vapor

of a low ionization potential from the surface, (2) evaporated

1U8



materials of lower electron affinity than air, and (3) enhanced

electric field due to reflection of the surface and surface

irregularities.

U9
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SECTION V

IGNITION THRESHOLDS OF LASER-SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WAVES

The determination of thresholds for ignition of laser-supported

detonation waves involves some degree of arbitrariness. The reason

for this difficulty is that there are a fairly large number of types

of waves that can be generated at solid target surfaces. Some of

these waves have been discussed in Section II and include: (1) vaporized

jets and their interaction with the air background, (2) laser-

supported combustion waves moving at very low velocity and exhibiting

a luminous [lasma column extending to the target surface, and (3)

laser-supported detonation waves with a very narrow absorption zone

traveling up the laser beam. A partial listing of various other

laser effects is given by DeMichelis (50)

At the present time, there is no unified ipnition theory for

laser-supported absorption waves ignited at solid surfaces. The

results given here show that absorption waves are generated with

pulse lengths of approximately 10psec and peak incident intensities

of 5 x 107 watts/cm 2 or lower. It is difficult to understand under

these conditions how vaporization can occur in such short times for
(51)highly reflective aluminum surfaces . Experimentally, however,

one obtains such waves on all tested reflective surfaces. Other

mechanisms leading to ignition from solid target surfaces include

surface defects, desorption of gases on the surface, gas breakdown

induced by high intensities produced at reflective surfaces, and

highly absorbing surface defects.

The actual surface reflectivity is extremely important in leading

to vaporization. Both the initial cold reflectivity and the

temperature dependence of the absorptivity are needed in order to

compare a vaporization induced ignition theory with experiment.

Unfortunately these properties are not well known. Chun and Rose(5
2 )

and Bonch-Bruevich ( 5 3 ) have considered some aspects of the variation

of surface reflectivity and material properties with temperature.

Basov 5 4 ) has also considered the reduction of surface reflectivity
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with laser iutensity. Additional theoretical considerations of the

metal reflectivity by Uhihara 15 5" and non-linear effects in the

surface 56) have been discussed. It appears, however, despite these

works, that the determination of ignition thresholds for most common

materials remains as largely an empirical study.

5.1 MATERIAL DEPENDENCE

One way of determining ignition thresholds is to use the TRW

image converter camera. At each laser energy and for each target

material, the plasma in front of the target is photographed. An

absorption wave traveling up the laser beam can then be distinguished

from vaporized material by mounting the target at an angle to the

beam. In our case, the target normal was at an angle of 300 to the

incident beam. We have performed such a sequence of measurements

involving many laser shots and "Tny materials and a listing of these

tested materials and certain of their characteristics is given in

Table 2.

It is evident from this table that merely taking a given laser

target and repeatedly hitting the same focal sp-- with a high power

laser and searching for absorption waves leads to erroneous results.

This occurs because the surface is either cleaned or "dirtied" by

the hot plasma from previously ignited absorption waves. In the

case of silica, for example, the surface is cleaned and subsequent

ignition of laser-supported detonation waves is impossible. In

the case of tantalum, on the other hand, the surface is tarnished

after a single shot and the ignition thresholds are reduced.

It has been observed with certain metallic targets (aluminum

alloy, tantalum, copper and tungsten) that threshold determination

can lead to a hysteresis effect when using the same target (and

focal spot) and increasing (or decreasing) in steps the laser flux to

reach LSD wave ignition. That is, as the threshold was reached

by increasing the laser energy it was found that the ignition energy
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TABLE 2

MATERIALS TESTED FOR LSD WAVE THRESHOLDS

MATERIAL COMMENTS

Copper Tested with 4 different cleaning techniques.
Tends to become "cleaned" by the laser
pulse.

Tantalum Surface chemical reactions caused by high
surface temperatures caused tarnishing
and reduced reflectivity.

Aluminum alloy No easily observed surface damage.
(7075)

0 0 0
Oxidized Aluminum Oxide layers 20 A, 200 A, and 2000 A thick

show no noticeable differences in thre3holds.

Nickel Doesn't tarnish easily.

Tungsten Becomes discolored after several laser
shots on the same spot.

Stainless Steel Surface melting and tarnishing occurs
(Alloy 321)

Silver Multicolor surface discoloration occurs.

Titanium Surface melting and tarnishing occurs.

Soda Glass Ignites JSD waves with multiple shots
on the same spot.

Polycarbonate Ignited LSD waves with multiple shots on
the same spot.

Lucite First pulse makes LSD waves but subsequent
pulses are absorbed at surface making a

vapor jet.

Silica First pulse makes LSD waves but subsequent
pulses are absorbed at surface leading to

vapor jets.

Teflon First several pulses ignited LSD waves
but eventually ignition is not achieved
and vapor jets are produced.

Fiberglass epoxy Each shot on same spot ignited LSD waves

Cork Each shot on same spot ignites LSD waves.
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

MATERIAL COMMENTS

Alumina Golden brown colored stain forms and
LSD waves are ignited.

Painted aluminum Three types uff paint tested, absorption
waves form readily.
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was greater than that observed when the threshold was reached by

lowering the laser energy. A possible interpretation of this

effect is that the lower energies tend to clean the surface of the

target whereas the existence of the detonation wave tends to contaminate

the target. For both tantalum and aluminum, this effect is very

pronounced leading to factor of two differences in threshold levels.

It thus was imperative that new samples be used on each shot and

a standard cleaning procedure adopted for determining thresholds.

The exact process of cleaning target surfaces docs

not appear to be too important. This is true at least for surfaces

which don't have obvious sources of contamination, such as finger-

prints. For example, several materials were tested with different

cleaning techniques and no important differences in LSD wave thresholds

were found. These tests were done for stainless steel (aloy #321)

where two surface preparation techniques were used which led to

visual differences in the two samples, but the thresholds tor Igniting

LSD waves were very close. For copper, four different cleaning

techniques were tested, and again little change in LSD wave thresholds

were found. For oxidized aluminum, with oxide layers approximately

20 AT, 200 A,hee again no important differences in

thresholds were obtained. There are more sophisticated sample

preparation techniques which were not used here. These include

vacuum heating at low pressure and electron and ion beam desorption

of gases. It was felt, however, that the most important threshold

determinations were for "practical" surfaces exposed to atmospheric

conditions. In all cases, however, chemically clean samples were

used for each laser shot in the determination of ignition of LSD

waves. These samples were typically squares approximately 1.2 cm

on a side and varying in thickness from .03 to .20 cm. In all cases,

the target was placed at the position of the minimum focal spot

area. Additionally, the laser operating conditions were kept constant

for all shots. Thus the gas mixture ratios, pressure, and voltage

of the Marx Bank Laser were fixed. Energy density changes at the
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target were accomplished by the use of plastic attenuators (Handi-

Wrap, Tedlar) near the laser output mirror. In this way rhe energy

and power monitors of the laser beam indicated the true variations

actually incident on the target. These attenuators are described

in Appendix A where it is also shown that they don't significantly

change the power density distribution at the target.

On the basis of monitoring only the image converter photographs

of absorption waves ignited at targets, the thresholds indicated in

Table 3 are obtained. These thresholds are based only on the visual

appearance of image converter photographs of waves traveling up the

laser beam. In many cases, their appearance is of a rather long

luminous column extending to the target. Near threshold, however,

these waves do not have the appearance of the narrow-absorption

zone of laser-supported detonation waves. In many cases, one can

observe weaker intensity sparks at the target surface at even lower

laser intensities than given in Table 3. These have not been classified

as igniting absorption waves, however, since there is no evidence
that they travel up the laser beam and away from the target. The
energy density thresholds, ET, given in Table 3 were obtained by

dividing the total laser energy incident on the target sample by the

beam area. The energy incident on the sample up until

time of ignition was not directly measured. Typically, however, the

time of ignition was between .25 and .5ji.ec. The peak laser intensity,
2

(I (watts/cm ), was obtained by a numerical integration of the

laser power detected by the gold-doped germanium detector and comparison

with the laser energy measured by the calorimeter. The intensity,

q max' corresponds to the first laser peak occurring at approximately

.5jisec. (We have utilized both q and I as symbols designating

laser intensity in this report.)

As mentioned above, the ignition thresholds for laser-supported

detonation waves can be determined by an analysis of the TRW image

converter photographs. Our attempts to use the former method alone
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TABLE 3

THRESHOLDS FOR IGNITION OF LASER-SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WAVES USING
A 28 CM FOCAL LENGTH LENS AND USING A NEW SPECIMEN FOR EACH TEST

AT ONE ATMOSPHERE. THRESHOLD DETERMINED BY IMAGE CONVERTER
PHOTOGRAPHS OF LUMINOSITY

Material ET(joules/cm 
2 ) qmax(wat's/cm )

Copper Foil 266 3.b3 x 107

Lucite 258 3.72 x 107

Polished Tungsten 229 3.30 x 107

Copper Plate 192 2.8 x 107

Tungsten Plate 186 2.68 x 107

,inpoJ ished)

AiL.num 176 2.53 x 107

(7073 allay)

Aluminum Foil 160 2.30 x 107

Tantalum 128 1.84 x 107

Carbon 88 1.27 x 107

Aluminum Black 87 1.25 x 107

(very heavily
anodized aluminum)

Lead Foil 64 .92 x 107

(polished)

Lead Plate 43 .62 x 107

(unpolished)
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have met with problems, however. This method cannot resolve the

difference between a very short-lived LSD wave ignited near threshold

and other plasma phenomena in front of the specimen. Sometimes a

blast wave, vapor jet, or even a hot specimen surface will look

the same as a LSD wave near threbhold. In particular, measurements

at pressures less than 1 atmosphere made this decision about

ignition difficult. A monitor of the specularly reflected beam

power from the target provided a much sharper indication of the ignition

of laser-supported absorption waves by being ablQ to discriminate

between highly absorbing plasmas and only weaksurface sparks. Ir

somewhat the same manner used for determination of air breakdown

thresholds ( ) , a somewhat arbitrary definition of LSD wave threshold

was selected as occurring when the actual reflected power drops

t. less than .1% of the expected unblocked reflected power as determined

from the incident power temporal shape.

The materials to be examined were attached to an aluminum block

set at 300 to the plane of laser beam. This provided an elliptical

spot at the target of 4 mm major axis and 3 mm minor axis when the

focusing mirror had a focal length of 40 cm. With a focal length

of 28 cm, the elliptical focal spot on target had dimensions of 2.4 mm

by 3 mm. The specularly reflected beam from the target was collected

by another mirror, attenuated and focused on a gold-doped germanium

detector. A narrow-band 10.6p filter on the detector ellmi-nated the

intense light froin the LSD wave. By comparing the incident power

shape versus time, obtained with a second detectoz, with the

reflected power one can determine the ignition of the laser-supported

absorption wave.

The detector which measured the reflected light showed that for

some metals, when the ignition threshold was approached, the

detonation wave could occur near the end of the laser pulse. This

effect is shown in figure 81, which indicates the time variation of

both the incident laser potwer and the reflected laser power. In
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figure 81a, an LSD wave was ignited on a copper target early in the

laser pulse as indicated by the rapid loss of reflected power for times

greater than .5-psec. The small spikes on the oscillograph traces

of the incident power were signals obtained from the image converter

camera indicating when image converter pictures were taken. There

are always a series of three such spikes and the first one

indicates when sufficient light was present from the plasma to

trigger the camera. In both figures 81a and 81b, the total laser

energy was approximately 17 joules indicating an energy density at

the target of approximately 380 joules/cm2 and a peak intensity at
7 2

the first laser spike of 5.6 x 10 watts/cm

Figure 81b was obtained under essentially the same conditions

as those of figure 81a except that the laser beam was incident on the

same spot as hit previously. It is evident that ignition of laser-

supported detonation waves is delayed by approximately 2psec. This

is evidently due to a "cleaning" effect caused by the hot plasma of

the first shot on the target. Because of this "delayed ignition"

effect near threshold, it is useful to also indicate threshold

intensities in terms of energy density. This observed sudden decrease

of reflected energy from the target (or a sudden increase in

absorption) has been discussed by Vilenskaya 
and Nemchinov(

5 8 )

in terms of surface plasmas.

Further measurements of ignition of absorption waves were perforned

with a 28-cm focal length lens (and mirror). This produced a minimum

beam diameter of 2.4 mw. with an elliptical focal spot on the target

normally inclined at 30 to the beam axis. (The major diameter on

target was 3 mm.) The results of Table 4 were determined by

analyzing both the image converter photographs and the reflected power.

(The reflected power technique is not feasible for highly absorbing

targets such as lucite, silica, and lexan.) The determination of

absorption waves for highly absorbing targets is difficult since

these materials can produce both blast waves induced by vapor jets
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TABLE 4

THRESHOLDS FOR IGNITION OF LASER-SUPPORTED ABSORPTION WAVES USING
A 28-CM FOC/L LENGTH LENS AND USING A NEW SPECIMEN FOR EACH TEST
AT ONE ATMOSPHERE THRESHOLD DETERMINED BY MEASURING REFLECTED
SIGNAL

Material ET(J/cm2) 
( w a t t s / c m2

Fused Silica 310 4.5 x 107

Lucite 310 4.5 x 107

Lexan (polycarbonate) 280 4.0 x 107

H20 220 3.2 x 107

Teflon 195 2.8 x 107

Copper 191 2.75 x 10
7

Painted Aluminum 173 2.5 x 107

(.001 cm gloss black lacquer)

Titanium 160 2.3 x 107

Fiberglars Epoxy 158 2.3 x 107

Cork 144 2.1 x 107

Nickel 137 1.97 x 107

Tungsten 124 1.79 x 10

Soda Glass 106 1.52 x 107

Painted Aluminum 85 1.22 x 107

(.004 cm red enamel/

Aluminum Foil 84 1.2 x 107

Aluminum 7075 Plate 75 1.08 x 107

Lead 68 .98 x 107

Alumina 59 .85 x 107

Painted Aluminum 42 .60 x 107

(.004 cm flat black lacquer)
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and absorption waves. Near threshold, it becomes difficult to

distinguish between the two classes of waves and indeed the image

converter photographs show that during a single laser pulse that

both types of waves can exist at different times of the laser pulse.

The laser intensities, qmax, and the laser energy density, ET,

are defined, as in Table 3, using the first peak of the laser power

and the laser spot size on the target. It should be noted by comparing

the data of Tables 3 and 4 that threshold determinations using only

luminosity as a guide tend to indicate lower thresholds than when

the reflected target signal is used.

5.2 PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF IGNITION OF LASER-SUPPORTED DETONATION

WAVES

A pressure chamber was constructed for these measurements and

is shown in figure 3. It has two NaCl windows, one to admit the

incident beam and one to allow a detector to monitor the reflected

beam. This pressure chamber was used with a 10-cm diameter 28-cm

focal length KCl lens. A measurement of the focal spot on lucite

gave a diameter of 0.24 cm, in agreement with previous indications.

The experimenter sights through a cathetometer and the transparent

walls of the lucite chamber to position the specimen at the focal

spot. The target is usually inclined with its normal 300 above the

incident horizontal beam.

The theory of LSD wave propagation indicates a sustaining power

intensity that decreases as the background pressure decreases (2 '3 )

In our experiments, which of course include effects of both ignition

and propagation of absorption waves, no such decrease in intensity

was observed. In fact, the most interesting fact to come from

these measurements Is the diversity of ignition threshold behavior

with pressure change as shown in figure 82. The three metals

do appear to follow the same negative pressure dependence and their

LSD wave ignition thresholdsare found to be roughly in the same

proportion as their melting temperatures: Ti: 3.25, Al: 1.56,
(59)Pb: 1 9

. Nonmetals either show no variation with pressure or
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else show an increased threshold as the pressure increases.

Ir figure 82, error bars are shown only for ignition thresholds

for lead targets. These error bars arise because there is a

statistical behavior of a given type of target material in igniting

LSD waves. That is, repeating a given laser energy on two different

samples of the same target material will not necessarily lead to the

same ignition phenomena (especially near thresholds). In figure 82,

the top of the error bar represents the energy density, above which

LSD waves are always ignited. The bottom of the error bar represents

the energy density level below which no LSD waves were ever ignited.

The length of the error bar, at a given ambient pressure, then

represents the statistical behavior of the given target material

in igniting absorbing plasmas. These uncertainties were determined

by analysis of the specularly reflected laser beam from the target,

as discussed previously, and were approximately the same for all

types of materials.

Another feature of LSD waves, as pressure is reduced, is the

fading of any clear cut appearance in the photographs. Below 0.1

atmosphere, the framing camera record of LSD waves gradually begins

to change to a more tenuous "blast wave" as shown in Section II.

For this reason, the pressure dependence data in figure 82 should

not be expected to tell the full story below 0.1 atmosphere even

though it accurately reflects plasma blocking of the beam. It

should also be stressed that this plasma blocking becomes a phenomenon

with a shorter and shorter life as pressure is reduced.
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SECTION VI

TARGET RESPONSE

This section discusses the response of several selected target

materials to high-power laser beams. Target response includes such

effects as melting, vaporization, and impulsive forces exerted on

the target. All these damage mechanisms require coupling of laser

energy either to the target surface or to the atmosphere surrounding

the target. Coupling is dependent on an extremely large number of

factors which can be divided into those effects that occur either

in front of the target surface or at the target surface itself.

In front of the target, laser-supported absorption waves occur which

reduce the laser intensity reaching the surface. In addition, the

vaporized blow-off material itself can interact both with the laser

beam and with the ambient atmosphere to produce blast waves. Thus

the gas-dynamic processes in front of the target are important in

determining impulsive target loads generated either by direct

reaction of the vaporized target or by the pressure disturbances

produced by the absorption waves. All these plasma-related

absorption effects also are crucial in determining the amount of

laser energy reaching the target.

At the target surface, a complex sequence of effects occurs,

including heating, vaporization and plasma generation. The energy

coupled to the target surface by direct absorption at the surface

depends on all the above factors as well as the surface reflectivity.

We have accordingly performed several experiments whose goal is to

determine target response as defined by impulsive forces, pressure

distribution and material removal.

6.1 MATERIAL REMOVAL

A sequence of several hundred laser shots was used in order

to determine energy requirements to remove target material at high

power densities. The materials tested were Lucite and Lexan and were

chosen because of their differences in forming LSD waves. As noted

previously, both Lucite and silica ignite LSD waves from the first

laser pulse incident on a chemically cleaned surface. Subsequent
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pulses on the same spot do not ignite any absorption wave traveling

up the laser beam. This indicates a plasma surface cleaning ability.

On the other hand, a material such as Lexan (polycarbonate) is found

not to be cleaned by the plasma produced at the surface and LSD

waves are ignited with each subsequent laser pulse.

Data given in the appendix show the cross sectional area of

holes produced in Lucite and indicate the relatively smooth energy

density profile of the Marx Bank Laser. For Lucite, single shot

craters are shown in figure 83, where one sees an increasing crater

dimension with laser energy. It is interesting to note that for a

laser delivered energy of approximately 15 joules that we can obtain

two crater shapes, dependent on whether or not LSD waves were ignited.

The extreme right hand crater in figure 83 was produced when a LSD

wave was ignited. It should be noted that the shape tends to be

square (instead of circular). This phenomena is not related to

Lucite only but has been observed with several different materials.

Figure 84 shows the shapes of holes produced in Lexan at various

laser energies. The average energy density is found by dividing

the area of the laser spot (S Z .045 cm 2 ) and the peak intensity

(in watts/cm L) is obtained by multiplying the laser energy by 3.2 x

10 6). One notes a qualitative change in the hole shape when ISD

waves are formed in Lexan. lur Lucite, on the other hand, (see appen-

dix) no LSD waves were ignited even at the highest power density

(after the first "preliminary" pulse).

For both materials, Lexan and Lucite, we have measured the laser

energy requirrd to remove material as a function of power density.

The basic data are shown in Tables 5 and 6. Crater volume was measured

with a microsyringe filled with methanol. The mass densities were

assumed to be 1.2 and 1.25 grams/cm 3 , respectively for Lucite and

Lexan. The data given in Tables 5 and 6 are plotted in figure 85.
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TABLE 5

MATERIAL REMOVAL FROM LUCITE AS A FUNCTION OF POWER DENSITY

Maximum
Penetra-

Maximem tion
Joules Depth Total Kilo-
Per Intensity Number (Total) Volume Joules
Laser Joules/ q (watts/ Of (Mill- (Micro- Per
Shot cm2  cm2) Shots Meters) liters) Gram

1.1 24.4 3.5 x 106 17 .87 3.25 4.75

61.9 42.2 6.0 x 10 13 1.09 4.92 4.15

3.5 77.8 1.1 x 107 10 1.47 7.13 4.1

8.1 180 2.6 x 10 6 1.52 7.5 5.3

16 356 5.1 x 107 4 1.7 8.7 6.15
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TABLE 6

MATERIAL REMOVAL FROM LEXAN (POLYCARBONATE)

AS A FUNCTION OF POWER DENSITY

Maximum
Penetra-
tion

Maximum Depth Total Kilo-

Joules Intensity Number (Total) Volume Joules

Per q watts/ Of (Milli- (Micro- Per

Laser Joules/ cm ) Shots "" -ers) liters) Gram

Shot cm

.31 6.87 .99 x 106 27 .2 .5 13.5

1.1 24.3 3.48 x 106 17 .56 1.85 8.1

1.65 36.7 5.25 x 106 20 1.2 4.95 5.4

3.89 86.4 1.24 x 107 10 1.35 5.4 5.8

8.05 179 2.6 x 1017 0 1.14 3. 21.4

8.2 182 2.61 x 107 10 1.03 6.2 10.7

15 333 4.8 x 107 12 .98 2.1 66
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The energy required to remove mass is much greater for Lexan

(polycarbonate) than for Lucite (acrylic) for power densities greater
7 2than 2 x 10 watts/cm . This occurs, of course, because of the

formation of LSD waves from Lexan. From figure 85 one finds, for
7 2q>l.4 x 10 watts/cm , that the joules per gram required to remove

polycarbonate increases as nearly the 1.5 power of intensity due

to the ignition of LSD waves. Fcr Lucite, on the other hand, the

joules per gram increases as only the one-third power of intensity

which is due to plasma absorption in the blow-off target material.

It is interesting to note that the peak intensity at which the

energy removal rate decreases rapidly for Lexan (approximately

q z 1.4 x 107 watts/cm 2 ) is approximately one-third the intensity

required for ignition of laser-supported absorption waves as indicated

in Table 4.

6.2 IMPULSE

The laser-delivered impulse to several targets was measured

with a linear velocity transducer (LVT) in the geometry shown schema-

tically in figure 86. The LVT (Trans-Tek model 100,000) had a

sensitivity of 48 millivolts per cm/sec. By neasuring the peak

voltage response of the LVT after pulsing the target with the laser

beam, one determines the delivered impulse. This is done by

measuring both the target and core mass and using the elementary

relation

I mV (17)

where

I - delivered impulse (dyne-sec)

m - total target mass (grams)

V = target velocity (cm/sec)

(In equatln 17, I represents Impulse and not laser intensity).
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Figure 87 shows thce variation of impulse delivery with energy

density to a Lucite target. The target had a square cross-sectional

area (.64 cm on a side) and a mass uf .19 gram. One notes an

increase in impulse to a maximum I/E z 9 dyne-sec/Joule.

Assuming all the laser energy was delivered in an area of
2

S = .045 cm and an effective energy delivery time interval t = 15

microseconds, one finds an average pressure V of

- (14)(9) 187 atmospheres (18)

p S (15) (.045)

The results of figure 87 should be compared with the results of

Rudder (8 ) where LSD waves aere ignited and obviously greatly reduced

delivered impulse.

In the presence of LSD waves, the delivered impulse for a

Lucite target is greatly reduced as seen by the single point on

figure 87 at a delivered energy of 17.5 Joules. This particular

case was obtained as the first shot on a fresh Lucite sample which

ignited a LSD wave. As noted previously, such a first pulse

"cleans" the target surface and subsequent pulses do not ignite LSD

waves.

Altiminur. alloy targets, on the other hand, tend to ignite LSD

waves even with many laser shots on the sante focal spot. As a

consequence, the delivered impulse is quite low as seen from figure

88. the data here consisted of two different kinds of targets.

The smallest target was a circular disk of .42 cm diameter. The

larger targets had a square cross-sectional area with dimensions
(7)

of .64 and 1.27 cm. It is evident, as previously noted , that the

delivered impulse does tend to increase as the area of the target

increases. This effect Is due to the existence of the radially
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driven shock wave sweeping across the target plane. This shock

wave is similar to a blast wave with its energy source the laser

energy transferred to the gas motion behind the front of the LSD

(9)
wave . Our present amount of date doesn't permit an accurate

determination of a scaling law for the dependence of I/E on target

area. However, one can see from figure 88, that to a first

approximation that I/E is nearly linearly proportional to target

area.

It should be noted that the total impulse delivered to targets

when LSD waves are ignited is considerably less than that when the

primary impulse is due to target vapor blow-off. For this reason,

one expects less of a dependence of I/E on target dimensions for

Lucite targets than for aluminum (or other metal) targets.

6.3 PRESSURE MEASURMENTS

An acousto-optical pressure transducer has been utilized to

make pressure measurements in the vicinity of laser-supported

detonation waves (60) This transducer is based on the principle

of an air pressure wave (or shock wave) coupling to an acoustic

wave in a transparent glass rod. The pressure wave induces

birefringence in the rod through the stress-optic mechanism. The

induced birefringence is monitored optically by measuring the intensity

variation of one of the components of a circularly polarized light

beam passing through the diameter of the rod. A thin rod is used

in order to obtain good high-frequency response. (In our case, the

acoustic wave transmitted down the rod is nearly dispersionless

for frequency components less than one megacycle.)

Figure 89 shows an exploded view of the pressure transducer.

The laser (in our case, a He-Ne Gpectra-physics Model 119) emits

a linearly polarized beam of light which .s changed into a circular

polarization by a quarter-wave plate. The beam is then focused

by a lens at the center of the glass rod. An acoustic wave (or

pressure pulse) incident on the end of the glass rod will be
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transmitted down the glass rod as a one-dir.ensional acoustic wave.

(A one-dimensional wave is produced for low enough frequencies(6 1 ).)

In figure 89, the laser target is shown mounted directly to

the end of the glass rod, however, in most of our experiments this

was not done. The stresses generated in the glass rod by the

acoustic wave modify the state of polarization of the initially

circularly polarized beam. As a consequence, the beam exiting from

the glass rod is elliptically polarized. The change in polarization

of the beam can then be determined by mounting a polarizing filter

(Polaroid) with transmission inclined at 450 to the rod axis. For

small enough stresses, the variation of the detected signal at the

detector is then linearly proportional to the stress in the rod.

This device automatically provides a delay between the input

pressure pulse and the detector output and is useful in reducing

electrical interference (such as caused by the Marx Bank electrical

laser)

It is particularly of Interest to determine the pressure

distribution excited in the planL f a target from which a laser-

supported detonation has been ignited. This is important since the

pressure waves induced by the LSD wave interact with the target

to produce additional impulse. To evaluate this mechanism, however,

one must also know the pressure time history at the surface.

Figure 90 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement scheme. The

pressure transducer is mounted on a moveable table constructed from

a milling table head and can be moved relative to the fixed ignition

position of the LSD wave. The transducer glass rod of diameter 2 mm

is moved in the slot (of width 2.5 mm). By changing the distance

r (from the rod to the center cf the focal spot) and making a sequence

of laser shots, one can determine the pressure history in the target

plane. At this point, no estimate of the perturbing effect of the

slot on the measurement is available.
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An example of pressure histories taken at r - .51 and r - .89

cm is given in figure 91. The acoustic delay tA 7usec is constant

for each laser shot and caused by the acoustic delay time from the

tip of transducer glass rod to the Re-Ne laser beam. One can clearly

determine the additional time delay caused by the finite shock speed

across the target plane. This additional time delay is plotted

versus position in figure 92. One determines that the radial position

R of the front of shock wave is very closely approximated by the

empirical relation j

.16
R .26 ( 6 cm (19)

where 1 is the laser delivered energy (joules) and t is the time

from ignition of the LSD wave.

The corresponding Mach number of the radial shock wave is

10-6 . 35 E 16X M 5.1 ( ( 16"(20)

As noted from f gure 91, the peak pressure in the radial shock

wave is also reduced in magnitude as the wave -ea1.-.s larger distances

from the laser beam axis. This dependence of maximum pressure

in the radial wave is shown in figure 93. In this case, one finds

16 1.327
maxlmu:.i pressure 1 r (21)

where r is the distance to the center of the la.er spot.
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The data given in figures 92 and 93 and in equations 19, 20,

and 21 are for an aluminum alloy target.

The calibration of this pressure transducer was performed by

comparing the pressure-time history of the transducer with the previously

measured impulse. In particular, a .64-cm diameter Lucite target

was attached to the glass rod transducer end. The 10.6u high power

laser was then focused en this target as shown in figure 89. The

transducer response of this target for a CO2 energy of 17 Joules,

reached a peak of 30 millivolts at a time 15psec after firing the

laser. The pressure decayed nearly linearly in time to essentially

zero at a time of 44psec after start of the laser pulse. Since

Lucite relies only slightly on the air shock wave to prcduce impulse,

one can assume that the pressure is distributed only over the laser
2

spot of area S = .045 cm . From figure 87, the measured impulse in

this situation is approximately

I = (17)(8) m (136) dyne-sec (22)

Since we know the pressure versus time, one finds the maximum P0

at the laser spot to be

21
P 0 - (23)o St2

where t2  44psec is the maximum time the pressure existed. Evaluating

equation 23, one finds

P (= 16 - 137 atmospheres (24)
o (.045) (44)
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The pressure given by equation 23 is delivered over the beam area of
2

.045 cm , however, the transducer area is smaller which means the

acoustic pressure in the rod is larger by the ratio of areas which

is 1.44. This means that the calibration of transducer voltage

(U millivolts ) verses rod pressure P is given by
r

P (137)(1.441 U - (6.6) U atmospheres (25)

Thus, one neede tu multiply the scale of figure 93 in millivolts by

6.6 to obtain shock pressure in atmospheree.

Another sequence of data was taken with the acousto-optic

transducer mounted so that the radial shock wave hiLs head on toward

the gauge. A schematic diagram of this setup is shown in figure 94,

Data were taken for various values of axial and radial pooftioni

and an example of thesc pressure-tirnu histories is shown In figure 95.

One notes, by comparison with figure 91, that the trariducer response

hrs a much faster rise time. The data of figure 95 were taken at

an axial position of Z - .15 cm i front of the aluminum target and

with 17 Joules of CO2 laaer energy delivered to the tarpet and LSD

wavcs wvre ignited in all cases.

The faster ritie time shcwti in tigure 95 is due, in part, to

the finite diameter of the glass ro' ti) - 2 i.n). One estimates from

equation J.9 that the radial shock wave at a position r - .51 cm

takes approximately 1.7%sec ro completely engulf the 2 mm glas rod

tip. this delay time does not completely account for the slo,' rise

time as shown in figure 91, however. This difference, perhapn, is

caused by the dynamic effect of reflected pressure waves In thi. case

shown in figure 94.

A sequence of data taken with an aliumitnum target at several

axial positions is given in figure 96. One notes a somewhat fabLer
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fall-uff of peak pressure with radial distance in this geometry

than with the transducer in the target plane. It is evident that

the axial decrease in peak pressure is much less than that in the

radial direction. This seems reasonable when one considers that

the LSD wave ifself travels in the Z direction and as a consequence,

should "drag along" its peak pressure. This is made somewhat more

visible in figure 97 which shows a three-dimensional plot of

the pressure variation given in figure 96.

Finally, a similar scan, shown in figure 98, of pressure versus

radial position was taken with Lucite as the target. In this case,

the CO2 laser energy delivered to the target was 8.5 joules and the

axial position was again Z - .15 cm. One notes by compariscn with

the dara of figure 96 (aluminum target with 17 joules and ignition

of LSD waves) that the peak air pressures associated with the Lucite

target (where no LSD waves were ignited) are greater than those air

pressures generated in the presence of LSD waves.
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SECTION VII

A THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF LASER-SUPPORTED COMBUSTION WAVES

7.1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The existence of high-frequency and high-pressure electrodelems

discharge is a well known phenomenon. These discharges include

induction discharges where a high-frequency current is used to create

a gas breakdown inside a solenoid (6 2 ). In these cases, the frequency

of the electromagnetic field is of the order of I to 100 megacycles,

RF powers of the order of several kilowatts are used, and the gas

temperature reaches approximately 10,000 K. At microwave frequencies

(3000 megacycles), self-shielding plasmas are generated in which
(63)the absorption front travels toward the power source 6 . This

phen,:'enon Is well known in the operation of hiph power wave guides.

ft is natural to expect, at the very high powers at which

lasers can operate, that similar discharges can be produced.

Lxpeially with the development of extremely high-power CO2 lasers

these optical discharges have become observable. It is natural,

however, to expect that power densities needed to create and maintain

such optical discharges will increase as the frequency increases. This

'ccurs .,e;cause of the very rapid variation of absorption coefficient

with ... av,-length. Raizer (6 ) made calculations on the power require-

u., Lnc.ud,.d to minn.atain stationary optical discharges (plasmotrons)

ind showed that, at small beam diameiers, the requirements are

,od.ufndeu:t of radial dimensions. Tlis occurs because thermal

Londuction losses balance laser input laset energy. For stationary

,,ptical dicharges in air, power requirements are several kilowatts.

These stati,iary discharges can be regarded as occurrl..: at

the threshold intensity for maintenance of thesc, classes of w.Ives.

As the laser intensity is raised, these waves propagate up the laser

beam by a thermal conduction mechanism (or by some other mechanism

involving zadiative transfer). Such wave propagation has been studied

theoretically ooth for high-presoure microwave discharge 64 and
(65)

for laser-supported combustion waves . In addition, various
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aspects of laser energy transfer to plasmas leading to various

related heating waves have also been studied 6 6 ' 6 7 ) . Additional

theoretical studies have been performed which predict the propagation

and threshold maintenance conditions of laser-supported

combustion (LSC) waves in the presence of transverse waves
(6 8'6 9 ) .

The experimental observation of laser-supported combustion

waves (LSC waves) was first observed by Bunkin 3 , who obtained

propagating optical discharges with a neodymium laser beam in air.

(70)The first stationary optical plasmatron was obtained by Generalov

who used as low as 40 watts of CO2 laser power focused to focal

diameters of approximately .1 mm. Argon and xenon gases at high

pressures (2-40 atmospheres) were used in order to reduce thermal

c onduction losses and increase laser absorption and hence reduce

ignition thresholds. A similar experiment examining some aspects of

the maintenance conditions of stationary combustion waves wad

performed by Franzen 'I . Striking high-speed motion pictures of

propagaLing LSC waves were made by Conrad (72 ) using cw laser

intensities of 105 watts/cm 2 and by Stegman, et al ( 7 3 ) using

a W02 laser pulse of approximately 4 milliseconds duration. These

rhotographs clearly show fast moving absorption fronts traveling

up tIc laser beam. In this case, the laser intensity was approximately

106 watts/cU 2 and LSC wave velocities as high as 104 cm/sec were

f ' U ud .

"11;e objective of this report is to perform analytlcal calculations

whici can be ,ed L. predict the behavior of laser-supported combustion

wi j', obtai )ed in experimen;f. Of particular interest is the dependence

of I.SC wave iziLun u Ly Lhreblmu)ds on the geometrical param~ter of the

beiim, In /,ddltion, propagation velocities as a function of laser

Intensity are important as well at determining the actual energy

absorption tn the wave zone.

The above objectives and goal are approached by mviking several

analytical appruximatluns Lu both the tI.enrodynamir properties of
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air and to the exact energy equation. These approximations allow

analytical calculations of this boundary value eigenvalue problem

which lead to LSC wave velocity, temperature, and energy absorption

from the laser beam,

In Section 7.2, the various approximations are discussed and

results obtained for radiation lossless one-dimensional LSC waves.

By adding a phenomenological radiation emission and reabsorption

effect as done in Section 7.3, one notes a possible I.SC (wave velocity

increase due to this increased effective radiation convection.

Following the analytical approximation of Raizer (6 5 ) , the combustion

wave velocity as affected by radial losses is considered in Section

7.4. Here we are able to determine thresholds and the power

transmitted through the LSC v'ave.

Sction 7.5 considerb the one-dimensional LSC wave with optically

thin radiation losses. It is Shown that thebe losses, reetricted to

the expected magniLudvs, affect only Llie bnll vVlocIty low iLi.VIjilty

coibustion waves.

The important effects of external boundaries in consJdered in

Seetion 7.6 where we deuermine that the LSC wave velocities ubuvrved

near hcundaries should be much greater than thue found in freo

space.

Section 7.7 detriii lnv t ic ulhapo uf the frost of larg,- die rter

I.Sc waves as dependent on thu, radial Intensity variaLion of the lasur

beam.

7,2 tjiL-IMLN.SIUo'AI. LS(, W4AVI S NL(.I.Ltl I NG HADJAIMIu4 I.USSIS

We conbider here the steady .tate propag4tivo of isolulbonic ]ahvr-

supportLd ;oinbutlon wave,. 'llit., wuveut :nn pi, pI gKatu alung ilaigh

iten uity ]abel beinis by the theivrnaI cnduction mrchattaiin a dl meusad

by Raig r ( '5) and we utJ11e many fvutuz's of this treatment 5|1Ice

the flow Velot OL 's. V Are slujjuIIlu, 1111V LIii lglect terMN 1l-J10 tt lotIal
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to V2 in the energy equation. The resultinp coupled set of one-

dimensional fluid mechanical equations becomes

P a constant

p 0v -constant (
d ((27)

d d
(d h o, dx

In equation 27, one defines

PO M mass density of the ambient gas (1.29 x 10- 3 gm/cm3

under standard conditi-p, for air)

V a LSC %.ave ve!ocity (cm/u 4) " constant

h - enthalpy (Joulk/gri)

A- thermal cunductivity (watts/cl-i 0 ,)

q - laser intensity (watLt/cm )

T 0 gas temperatur, (U)

x - coordinate direction from the cold to hot gas (oppusite

to wave propagAtion direction) (Cm)

11 a ambient preasure * constant

In addition to th, above fltid equatlons, It Is necessary to dufii&

tho laeor bea, coupling to the gas, ThIa is definud by

*. -kq (20)

where k to tite toinjuraturv d i t mir ,iorptin Inric1n. 'tl Or.

This coefficlent I shown In figtire 99 uherr Ito dependence on

tempurature In ohowit for a constant prueuurs of one atmosphere,

I lhe tti'pr|,t I u cO[Lf .c I it k baluwn In fLi Ku i' 99 ntid tlie f lo w I ,w I

curvus of uanthalopy and thoirmal conductivity are based ui ThUlLw

obtained from a tvinuttr proxaim demignd to calculAtV hlij-h=1
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temperature properties of air . Figure 99 also shows the variation

of the absorption coefficient as a function of the variable * where

T
*~ ~X dT watts/cm (29)

0

as defined by Raizer (6 5) is sometimes a more useful variable. It

is interesting to note from figure 99 that the minimum absorption

length for i0 .6 p radiation in atmospheric pressure air is approxi-

mately 1.4 cm.

The above coupled set of differential equations has a real

solution only for certain velocities of the LSC wave with respect

to the velocity of the cold gas. These elgenvalues are determined

only by solving the differential equations subject to boundary

conditions on both the hot and cold sides of the LSC wave and by

specifying the incident laser intensity q coming from the direction

of the cold gas.

in general, completely analytical solution of these equations

is impossible because of the temperature variation of the thermo-

dynamic properties of the hot air. This rapid variation of the

laser absorption coefficient k was indicated in figure 9J, however,

both the enthalpy h, and the thermal conductivity X also are

complicated functions of temperature as indicated in figures 100

and 101.

By making suitable analytical approximations to the actual

temperature variations shown in figures 99, 100 and 101, one can

arrive at a tractable set of coupled differential equation. First

of all, from figure 99, note the extremely rapid variation of the

absorption coefficient k with temperature. The magnitude of k

increases several orders of magnitude in just several thousand degrees

temperature rise. For this reason, It is felt that a valid first
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approxiznattoi to the absorption coefficlent is given by a simple

step function given by

k a 0 for cT%
0

(30)

k -k cmke for T>1
0

i eqatmion 3R, T can be cunsidered an Ignitlon temperature
0

whiv , Is approximately 1.2 x 10 11K. The peak absorption coefficient
• it determined from f1gure 99 to be k Z.7 cm1 . As seen fromo 0

:iur-,s 1O0 and 1.01, both the enthalpy h and the thermal conductivity

Sare t:omplicated functions of temperature, but these shall be

ap!-oimam..d 10y the simplest reasonable functions which will allow

anaytic solutions. From the basic data obtained from reference

72 shou-n In figures 100 and 101 for air, one sets

11 al 2 joules/gm

"il ~(31)

A bT %;,ats/cm K

'iIMh Lhe approxJmat. tons of equations 30 and 31, one obtains a

htinar, co'upled set of ordinary differential equations which can be

analyitically solved. It is most useful to define dimensionless

varlallo;s and constraints in the basic energy equatLon (equation 27)

tind In tih. laser equat.Ion (equation 28) In ordor ;o maku Lle problem

soltitiof ,unlversul. 'ilis Is done by defining a dhmcnsionlets LSC

w.tve velocity with respect to the cold gas.

2a 0oV (32)

bk
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This relationship to the cold gas velocity is important to recognize

since, in experiments, the gas ahead of the LSC wave can be set

in motion and affect considerably the apparent velocity. This

cold gas motion can result either from winds or from the initial

ignition process in whici gas motion Is perturbed. As seen later

from Section 7.6, the presence of boundaries can also lead to a

significant apparent LSC wave velocity increase.

The dimensionless laser intensity 8 is the remaining independent

parameter defined by

= 2 o2q ... .
(33)

bT 2k
0 0

where q is the incident laser flux. The magnitude of e indicates
Lit importance of the laser absorption relative to power transfer

b- thurnal conduction, while B is the ratio of enthalpy power flow

to thermal conduct-ion power flow over a laser absorption length.

.it!, these definitions and also defining the dimensionless distance

. (d:stance measured in absorption lengths

z = k x (34)o

2i
cone ob tains

dY d2 '
dz 2 )

dz (35)
for z<O

dz
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and

dY 2 0 0 for z0O
dz dz 2  

(36)

S__q
dz

In e._quations 35 and 3o, the dimvnbiw, less entkAl'py ' is defind-.

by

Y = T:' 2 (37)

and the varia!'le lasUr itensity q is

q q/q (38)

From the form o equations 35 and 3b, it is evident that the origin

of the coordinate s,'stv.m (z = 0) travels with the LSC wave and is

located where the local ter:purature 'I is equal to the ignition

temperature 'i 0. Fr,'m -- "z<0, the temperature of the cold gas0

(air) is brought up to the ignition temperature (Y=I) by the

process -if thermal conduction. For O-z -, laser energy is absorbed

and the maximum temperature attained.

The solutions of equations 35 and 36, subject to the appropriate

boundary conditions at z = I,- are

Y LXP U,. ' f~r z<O

and( (39)

= i + 0(l-Lj--z) f ,-
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r

Since the slope of these two expressions is continuous at z 0,

one obtains the eigenvalue equation

6 = 0(l + R) (40)

For large laser intensities(e>l), one obtains

qo ko ;o T

PV= o T (41)
o 22h 0

in which

2 '
h =h {T } =aT

o 0 0
(42)

0 -. (T } = b T

(6)

The square-root dependence of LSC wave velocity was noted by Raizer ,

who used the approximations of constant specific heat and thermal

onductivity and who obtained an LSC wave velocity greater by N/ 2

than that given in equation 41. For relatively small laser

intensities, however, (0<1), one finds the LSC wave velocity to

be proportional to incident intensity

qo

poV 0 (43)

o 0

It is irteresting to note from equation 39 that the maximum

temperature T(-) occurs at z = and is

T -T + (44)
=1 0
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The temperature indicated by equation 44 appears, in many cases,

to predict excessive temperatures in LSC waves. It should be

recalled, however, that the results of this section are valid fo :

lossless one-dimensional waves.

the results obtained above are derived for the simplest

Possible approximation to the actual absorption coefficient given

Il fig,,re 99. This approximation, given by equation 30, is a

simple step function and it is reasonable to ask how model-

depende..nt the results obtained are. One way of answering this

qtvstlon Is to choose a more complex analytical model to the absorption

c,,rve of figure 99. Such a model is presented in figure 102-1.

HiLs is a two-step absorption process for which

k =0 for T<T

k-k for T <T<T (45)
O 0 0

k k for T>T
o o

Equai ion 45 is an attempt to model the initial rise of the absorption

coefficient to its maximum value of k . The method of finding

.olutions of the combined enurgy equation and laser equation is

very similar to that used previously. In this case, however, the

origin of the coordinate system, z - 0, is defined to occur when

the temperature equals T0 . The coordinate zl, on the othlir hand,

1!; defIned as occurring when the temperature equals To (defz-'t.t as

t: Ignition temperature previously used).

After algebraic manipulations and solving simple differential

equations, one obtains the eigenvalue equation relating the

dimensionless LSC velocity 8 and the dimensionless laser intensity 0.
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Fi
rr

-3) (l-r) (P-) - (6+r)Y -r6 (46)

In equation 46,

r k
0r k
0

and (47)

Y = (1L /I )Y 0 0

It should be noted that in the limit r = 1, one obtains the

previous result given by equation 40 for a simple one-step

approximation to the absorpL'on coeflicivnt. Iihe distance z

(distance measured in 1aser absorption lengChs) hlte,,?evn the positions

of temperatuce j and i is found to )e
0 0

z -- r. (48)
r

Equation Th can be solved by a numerical iteration and the

solutions are shown in figure 102 for r - 0.5 and T /T equal to
0 f

0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0. (It should he noted that T /T0 0

equal 1.0 is equivalent to the previous one-step absorption result.)

The results given in figure 102 for a two-step model showing the

increase of the absorption coefficient leads to only a slightly

increased LSC wave velocity as compared to the one-step model. In

both models, however, the iaximum temperature reached is defined

by

max B - (49)
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The actual absorption coefficient shown in figure 99 decreases

with temperature for temperatures greater than approximately 16,000°K.
This decrease in the magnitude of k is due to the plasma becoming

nearly fully ionized. A similar two-step process in modeling this

decrease in absorption coefficient with temperature is shown in
figure 102-2 where one defines

k = 0 for T<T
0

it
k-k for T <T<T (50)o o 0

k = k for T>T
o o

Sin., lar algebraic manipulations and equation solutions lead

to elgenvalues relating LSC wave velocity and laser intensity for

the step decrease in absorption coefficient.

+ 6) ( Y (l-r) (e-6YI) e-e (0+) (51)

In equation 51,

r k /k
0 0

and 1 (52)

Y - ( T T ) 2

Equation 51 is solved (as before) by a numerical iteration and the
solutions are again presented in figure 102 for r = .5 and values

of T /T equal to -, 1.4, 1.2, and 1.0 It is evident that this0 0

decrease in the absorption coefficient at high temperatures leads
to a slightly decreased LSC wave velocity when compared to the

results found for the single step model. The distance between
I,

temperatures T0 and T is found to be
o o
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The actual absorption coefficient shown in figure 99 decreases

with temperature for teniperacur.s greater than approximately 16,000°K.

This decrease in the magnitude of k is due to the plasma becoming

nearly fully ionized. A similar two-step process in modeling this

decrease in absorption coefficient with temperature is shown in

figure 102-2 where one defines

k z 0 for T<1
0 J

k = k for T <T<T (50)

I t iti

k = k for TT
o 0

Stn, lar algebraic manipulations and equation solutions lead

to elgenvalues relating LSC wave velocity and laser intensity for

the step decrease in absorption coefficient.

1Y .)
IB

i(r+ B) (l-r) (6- Y) - B (i) (51)

In equation 51,

I I

r k /k
o 0

and (52)
'' 2

Y =(T i T)2
S To /o

Equation 51 is solved (as before) by a numerical iteration and the

solutions are again presented in figure 102 for r = .5 and values
! t

of T /T equal to -, 1.4, 1.2, and 1.0 It is evident that this
0 0

decrease in the absorptlon coefficient at high temperatures leads

to a slightly decreased LSC wave velocity when compared to the

results found for the single step model. The distance between

temperatures T and T is found to beo O
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1 -4~n [(r + ) (53)')

w hiit ..quation 49 is again valid as the maximum temperature reached.

itke results shown in figure 102 lead us to believe Lhat the

,i.t~ nL:p mcdel for variation of the absorption cn^fficient with

LvrPptrature (equation 30) is fairly good since both T and T0 0

can,ut he greatly different from T 0
0

.,j U :IENSIONAJ. LSC WAVES W4ITH E4TSSION AND REABSORPTION OF
!Ab I A F ION

Ihis section discusses a phenomenological approach to considering

tie! eff .ct of radiation emission on the propagation of LSC waves.

mv . limit to this problem, the radiation transport of energy can

,e Lz.JIdered to be a diffusive process and one then obtains the

,re-viouw z,.sults except that the correct radiation-conductivity

., it usud. On the other hand, if the transport process

tr i.igii energy photons emitted from the hot LSC wave Is not propor-

t:iuJi to ti,.: temperature gradients, one obtains a different result.

.r, , the absorption coefficient, a, of ultraviolet radiation

I. both Etw.prature and gas density dependent. We shall assume in

oew following, howt:ver, that a is a constant, representing an average

ab..orptliun coefficient.

In additlun, we assume that a certain given fraction f (O<f<l)

of ti,. Incident laser radiation Is re-emitted back into the cold

gas '.et It is absorbed. This radiant energy, in this example, is

.,,,,..tid-rvd to be absorbed with an exponential decay in the cold gas

,,ild rept- t-tits short wavelength ultraviolet radiation whose only

efIj_,cL is to aid in the heating of the cold gas. In general, one

expects f to be dependent on the fInal maximum tomperature of the

!.; ;;av, dfnd Is a parameter to be determined from the results of

t,,s sect ion. 1e assume a general dependence of
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T m

f (54)A
0

where a is radiant intensity emitted by the plasma at a temperature

T and m is a coefficient defining how rapidly the ultraviolet

radiation depends on temperature. (The parameter m is not

explLcitely evaluated in this report,)

Under the above dssumptionq, the energy equation (for z<0)

h t3Co:~~

ddT (Ixo i  - x a f q e (55)
dx 0 ~ 0

which in dimensionless form ib

6 dY - =Cf e f z  
(56)

dz dz 2

%vi.vre = a/k is the dimensionaless ultraviolet absorption length.

The solution of equation 56 with Y = I at z = 0 is

f 0 f6Y - (I - -_.-) exp (Bz) + (B) ex- (IL) (57)

For z>0, the normalized energy equation is again equation 3(, with

q replaced by (1-f) q and which has the solution with Y = 1 at

z = 0

I Y = 1 + (-f)__ _ lf__.

Y = 6 + + exp (-Z) (58)
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Equating the slopeCs fE equations 57 and 58 nt 4 = 0 gives tile

eigenvalue equation

( + l)o -- (59)
I + 6f

which is displayed in figure 103 for cerLain values of f. In parti-

culiar, tle , case' t - f) i.- ide-intical to the rSo-. itS G! .eCt1on 7...

it should I)e noted t-hot tiAs radiation-iidtd heot AJdiLion to tCIe

cold gas can apprcc ahl'v increase the prtpag;Ition veii.--itv ot

the L.SC '.1vc. hi.S is e-ident for large ,.'eiccJties '.'ich arv

no- found to 1,e py rt ietal to laser illteIlsirx'. (%-..,en f is a true.

constant). It is tn . rti.-.ting to note that this imecianism for one-

dimiensional "'es dos not dcpe:ni on the magnitude of the ahrorntion

coetficient m. >. max mum temp) rat,:r- heh . i ni t1 e ColUI Oi 0 '; fro)t

is also found to bt considerably reduced when rompared to thc.

radiatiuooless ca,,: ;:r large',cave vel;ci tiCs. 'iis

temperature is

T_ j.t~ (60)o i + FR

which approaches -r, / ffor large velocities./

For larger laser intensities (,hicti implies large values of

the dimensionless LSC t;ave velocity), one finds the explicit

dependence of LSC 'ave velocitv on the laser intensity. From

equations 54, 59 and 60, one obtains

M

an 1- II) 61r
and (1±lm) (61)

j~/io (80
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= 2 (62)
r bT 'k

0 0

Equation 61 indicates that only for a very rapid dependence of theI" ultraviolet emission on tamperatu-,e (m large) is the LSC wave

velocity nearly proportional to laser intensity.

7.4 QUASI ONE-DI-MENSIONAL, LSC WAVES WITH RADIAL HEAT CONDUCTION

N4EGLECTING RADIATION LOSSES

'Ihe effect of radial heat conduction losses can op annroximateiy

considered by appropriately modifying the one-dimensional enerzy

e-.uation as done by Raizer 6 . The dimensionless energy equation

which is vali*d for z>O then becomes

2
dY d Y 2 A

dz, 2 e+ 22 Y 0 (63)d dz 2k2R2

where the radial thermal conduction effect is approximated by the

lant term on the left hand side of equation 63. In equation 63,

R is the laser beam radius and A Is a numerical factor (0<A<2).

(As discussed by Raizer~6 ~ we will use A = 1.45.).

46 4 The genera'. physical behav.4or of the temperature is shown in

figure 104, From -z<0, the temperature of the cold gas (ar)

is brought up to the ignition temperature (Y -1) by the process

of thermal cinduction. For O<z'z 1, laser energy is absorbed and

the maximum temperature is reached. For z,>z 1 , no further laser

energy is absorbed and the tenperature continually deciLeses due4 )to radial heat conduction. Thus, one notes that z -0 and z-z
define positions where the temperature falls below the ignition

temperature.

'2
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For z<O and '<T , the solution with Y = 1 anJ z = 0 is
0

Y expI k z I

in which( (64)

k1  Q + (1 + 2Akl=2 " a p

It is again necessary to match solutions on both the cold and hot

sides of the LSC wave boundaries occurring at z 0 and z = z Ve

include, In thIs analysis, the: finite rate of laser absorption by

including equation 36 for t)<z< .' This was not done by Raizer in
(65)

his original analysis

For O-zlz 1 and T>10, the solution of equation 63 .'ith Y = 1

and S-L = k aL z 0 is
dz I

Y : I (2k - --B-)(-l+kl-- exp k I

,iexp Y-k ) z I
+ - Oxp -_z (65)
+(i+-k )(2kl-B) (i+k) (1 +- k I )

Outside the "hot" region for z>z 1 and T<T # one obtains

Y1 =~ CP 10 k) (z -z )

By equating slopes of equations 65 arid 66 at z z1 , one finds
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zI -in (1-Y
1 1+k 1

where1 (67)
(l+k 1 ) (2k1-B)

y . 0

It is evident from equation 67 that real solutions exist only

in the range (O<y<l),which implies that required laser intensities

for a given LSC wave velocity are always greater as the beam

radius decreases.

One obtains the cigenvalue equation from equations 65 and b6

to be

I [ dV _ 1
I + k, n "- (68)

in (1 - y)

where

dh= (I + k 2 )/(l + k I)

and (69)

k2  B - kI I

For most physically interesting situations, the values of y found

from equation 68 will be very close to unity. For this reason,

the most useful technique for generating velocity-intensity curves

is by arbitrarily selecting values of y and d and then using

equation 68 to evaluate k One is aided in this approach by

noting that k2 <kl which leads to

- l d- J (70)
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Ile can thus generate a table of values of kI and k2 as a function of y.

To determine the physical parameters of the LSC ,ave, we then utilize

the definitions of k and k 2 to determine the corresponding velocity

and radius. Similarly, the definition of y given by equation

67 determines the laser intensity. This procedure has been ftllowed

ier:re vilding ri.. r, sults shown In figure 105 and 106 for tLe values

a = 4.85 x i0 joule/gm (°K)2

b - 2 x 10- 6 watt/c.M (0 K)2 (

I 1l.3 x 104 oK and 1.2 x 104 °K (71)0

k O. 5/cm and .. 74,cn
0

. 1.45

11,t. should na;te tat fcr each laser radius thai an intensity

tihre.hold exists for zero wave velocity which, for small radil,

i6 rearl, a z-iistant po.:er condition. One should also note that

vtacl curve (for constant radius) ass ,mptotically approaches the

infinite radius case as laser intensity rises. E'ven though figures

;,P .ini i(J6 are drawn on dlffurent scales, one can see that they

,.It :., slighrly differntu, Ind~cating that the (..act numerical

h,;raLntuc:, nwd 0o and k are not highly sensitive. 'There is0 0

,'. a 6lIgit cii&.gi J,- the intensity throsiolds and LSC wave

.'.l..tV,. Fcalling that tit.' analsis pur%,rmtd e)e allowed

I iitu ha:,vr absorption as indicate.; !,," uquatiut if .Ird, since thu

rt-,uLing plasma is of finit- length, one dt:.ine ti.,_ amount

,)I la. cr power q, getting through the plasma of tLe LS. wrve.

hi. i!, done by use of equation 67 and noting tiat the tran .. i-:ud

.ht-r q. is

T -z.... e i = (1 - yj' i )
(1 

8
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The results of this calculation obtained by evaluatinp

equation 68 is shown in figure 107. Pere we plot transmitted power

versus incident intensity qo" For incident intensities less than

threshold values one finds qT = qo. At the threshold, there is an

abrupt drop in transmitted power which then continually decreases

as q increases furticr. It is interesting to note that the

threshold intensitv (as V,O) is approximately determined by

2
2" A h T0 

(

qo r R  
(73)

00

(65)
which is the same is Raizer 's equation 16 and is equivalent to

a total power requirement -,, maintain a staticnary combustion wave.

The results of t gure 107 are sor,,.,.lat similar to those found
(7 )

by Sziklas using different apprcximationLs for high temperature

air properties.

7.5 ONE-DlMENSTONAL. LSC :A%'ES .'IT 'ADIA'ION LOSSES

This section determines the approximate effect of radiation

losses on the propagation of l.SC t.aves. No radial heat loss,s are

taken into account nere and the radiation power loss is assumed

to bt. completely lust to the 1.SC wave. This is equivalent to an

opticall,! thin process with volume radiation of a magnitude given
'76) (65)

in the ddta of ,joh- In the spirit of tle Raizer model

one notes that optical radiation losses at one atmosphere pressure

are nearly independent of tt-riperature for T5"1.2 x 10 4K. (Raizer (6 5 )

actually assumes that these lsses are proportional to temperature.)

In this section we assur.,- that the power losses are

optical lo.ses (watts/cm) = Rad. for T>T (74)

= 0 fol :1
U

3These power io,,es are expected to Lt approxiimately 8000 watts/cm
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a -4.85 x10
4

b 2 x 10-6

ko - .74

105

z
LU

lu4

I U 106104

INCIDENT INIENSITY 1*6tlsicm2)

figure 107 :TRANSMITTED INTENSITYqT THROUGH A SMALL DIAMETEH L$"C
WAVyE AS A FUNCTION OF THE INCIDENT INTENSITY qo W1ITH ;I4E RADIUS H
ASA PARAMETER.
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For z<O, in the cold gas, one obtains the same equations and

solutions as previously found, however, for z>O one finds

dY d2 Y q + R = 0
dz dz2

where (75)

2 Rad

bT2 k
2

0 0

Because of the radiation losses, the temperature will always have

a maximum for z>O and then decrease to Y = 1 at z z1. For z>zl,

neither laser absorption nor radiation losses occur. This determines

the boundary condition at z = zI to be

Y land dz = 0 (76)

For O-z<zl, the solution of equation 75 is

Y = B e B (77)

where B1 and B2 are constants to be determined from the boundary

conditions at both z = 0 and z = z I. At z = 0, one obtains

1 = B + B 1
1 2 84+1

(78)

B 1  I + R 0

B2 - (B + 1)
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For z<O, in the cold gas, one obtains the same equations and

solutions as previously found, however, for z>O one finds

dY d2y
dz dz2dzy d 2 - OT + RO

where (75)

2 Rad
2 2

bT k
0 0

Because of the radiation losses, the temperature will always have

a maximum for z>O and then decrease to Y 1 1 at z = z . For z>zl,

neither laser absorption nor radiation losses occur. This determines

the boundary condition at z = z to be

Y land (r: = 0 (76)

For 0-z<z1 , the solution of equation 75 is

YB e z+ B2  (77)

where B and B are constants to be determined from the boundary1 2
conditions at both z 0 and z = z1. At z = 0, one obtains

1 B + B 6

1 2 0 + 1

(78)

BI 1 + R 0

1 2 8 (8 + i)
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which can he rnanipulatud trt yield

at z z ILL It 1 11 .!..- LjLikt 17i6 and 17l

(80)

-z

hif i mi I am-, i tj of e ua ti 8 and 80 dft e rmlirnes Ul B'

z and t iin re It1 aL ip ucet\:ceni 0 JI d (!.SC wave velocity

*"'k r1>u 'Z ascr IU t t3i rcl i oytir tiC) one. i nds

tj,!i tLtut ut L quaL i olS 78 , 7 9, and 81. i nto equat ion 80 yielIds

the requi rkd t ~i )i;un-sut iOn (1 t h is rad ia L ior, -.)rob IL-:,!.

ei .1 z j . (82)I(*I z 1) 0I eZI 21

An arb 1 Lra r,. cl i ) and b i n uciua i oni 82 defi ics d rad iation

loss rr. .e ' .11- Li-- U.L' ~ tj1*l u-o 01 il-m ati"Ll 8 dcternliiies the

lasetr i ntnsi iy (tc:rmughiite odi.hv-ioiilu-si parameter 0).

1-go10,' -I.ow-S ne 1,t.iji t. ol thi- calcul~ition as a curve of

19?
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LSC %,ave- velocity as a function of laser intensity for fixed values

of radiation loss. There is again a threshold intensity below which

no 1,S(, waves can propagate. (The r-2semblance Lo the case of

radial heat conduction losses should be noted.) Fr or. John(7)

Kau Z8000i -,att-s/cm 3so that no LSC .,aves should evt:r 1)ropagate

I1,o ii laseir inten.,itv of q C 1 '.ats/cml.Yiuc10 hwsta

f ract ion of the laser power ahsorbe d in the finite lengch !.c

I.V.' U' d function of the "radiat iou effectiveitess" N/ni. For

a fixc:d velocity or' propagation ( constant), the fraction ctL

lascr 4:-ergy transmitted through tile LSC w-.ave 15 fouind to i ncreast?

azs thL- rad iat ion losses increase. This occurs because thle highl

tt-::i'vrarurc region of rhe LSC .,ave becoii~es shorter and bhurter

u:-U r- c onditions of high radioition lcms . In add it ior, the laser

Ltvl'.I )y re,:uirtcd to drive the LSC wave increase, as the rid iatioii

I- increases. Thbis effect i, seen in flg:-,,t 110, %:Lc-re Cliu

C q, is plotted as a function of the radiati!un !4~ , and

V.1VI Qis thv laser intensitv reOcuired in tie absance of radiationl

I ~z-C-' ht ak terlc'rature renched in the 1.11C 'ave is L

I ' t decrease in a radiating LSC %-.3ve as shiown in fipu'rvi III.

6 1,0 rad £atjion loss) , the maximum temnpra tture is gi vt:n

1~ "4 n!11 in F ircIll %,t plot thle ratio of milar

iz~~~~~~~~~ tv l ;V ll) y~a I I ed LU'.1 I It

L!.~ ti,it 'iire rail. tion, loss ai.way.. decr#,i ,s te tem!-&iature

ro .. :' Actual vairiit ions of terperaturC in rtuprusiznLative

:I .~s vur-,us di stance are )-iven in t igui. li.' ond 113. ihti-se

radiail : .urvus are shown for thle approxmna>* V. r .. ii

a =4.8-- x '( joulle/pm ( U b)

=2 x 1(-6watt/cm ( oK 2

1 1.2 x 10 4o1

N .74/cmr
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FIiguro I 12, or V - L vm!soe , shows is strong clampinr of the

tk'[IIIOra ttir to v~ tHis i. at I go ItI tin tem peraturt. T . For example,

curvio 3 torr spouding t a radiation Ioss of 7020 watts/cm3

Ihdicatos t hat th'. maI1,u,×l temperat irt, in ithe I.(: ;ave I; approximately

.00I uaid Lihe i.,,l pLhi1a co rL to Irlivt UI length of approximnately

I , . I ln thi' ,lher IId, , i.,r V - MO er/sec (as mhown In figure 113)

onti tidl i. ha t radilati lo.nl s -ffoctH, for "realistic" condit os

.li, :1ill. i , I .IT'11.4 tlest! losses ire Ilrger than expected

the-\ cill he igii F'd dien 1 -:1)0 or grea ter.

/. ."(W:;DiA].V I :AlNTS O.N LSC !:,AV'S

11.is st-etion dIst-tis.ses on consequence of Igniting LSC waves

near a soIl d hmndu ry. ',vr ome-dimensional. LTC waves with the

laser Dean incident perpendicular to the wall, one requires as a

boundary condittion that the fluid velocity be zero at the wall.

Ina order Lo 1et- this ruquirement, adlitional prevuure waves or

-iv;ck waves must lit: emttted into the cold gas ahead of the L;C

wvvfront. In this way, the cold gas Is set Into motion In the

diret-tion of the I[SC wave, catsing the observed propagation velocity

to be incrvasvd. A 1n illu:st-ltion of the situatlon is figure 114

w.-ich snows schecmatically the fluid properties of density, velocity,

temteritrt, and Ihisr ittens itv as a function of distance. Iecause

of the sol id boundary, one cin assume that the fluid velocity;

vanisthe.s, in lal,,ratorv coordinates, behind the combustion wave.

1his requires that a ,hock wave be generated that travels ahead

of rihe "slow comhu.tlot wave in order to satisfy all boundary

conditions kii th. I.C wave v.vlcltv is sufficiently large). The

regions or --pace sheo'i in figure 114 are divided Into three parts.

In region 0, the gas I utnperturbed and of ombient temperature,

prv-s.ir,., and deis,[ty. The shock wave, of velocity D, separates

reglono 0 and I. Ihe gas lit region 1 Is compreitsed and heated

dependent on tlme sl.k uauch nitibur. The comburtI n zont, shown

as the cross haltched area, separates regions 1 and 2. The analysis

presented htre is expected Lit be valid within a few laser beam
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diameters of the target. For larger distances from the target,

radial 6preading of the flow can be expected to reduce the flow

velocities (and hence the observed LSC wave velocities would

decrease).

Ue assume that the gas in region 1, b,-hind the -;hock wave,

remains an ideal gas which implies that the shock mach number is

not too large. Under this restraint, one obtains
(26 )

P- . (+) m 2  
(84)

Po (2+ (y-l) H )

where

p= ambient gas density

p, = compressed gas density in region 1

Y = ratio of .ipecific heats (85)

M - shock mach number = D/c°

c = ambient sound v.-Iocity
0

ihe pressure behind the shock front '. is given by

P]1 2 2 1_
T 2 (V + 2 + (86)

0

'.-here P is the ambient pressure. The shocked temperature I is

2 ! _2y2 - vl}{ l 2 +
1m + 2) (87)

Too ( + 1)2 M2

2oZ



where T is ambient temperature. In the shock coordinate system,
O0

the gAs velocity V is given byIs

1z D = p V (88)

whiji in laboratory coordinates the gas velocity 11IL (in regiun
II

v D=O - V s = 1) (1 - P (89)if. IsPl

Since tn.u LSC uave zone moves with a laborator) tpeed of VL , the

-id :.is in the coordinate system x moves at a speed V

V V . D (I - - ) (90)1 \. IL "!. P1

:.~cau-,c ,f tIe cont- rvation if ma.s one obtains

1 [VL - D (1 --I -]= 2VL 191)

whre p 2 i the mas:; density in region 2. )-ie notes that P-0 and

n aking the gas in region ] the most dense.

If one assumes tihat the ambient molecular gas is cop1lt1ly

dissociated in region 2 a,,.d partially ionized, one obtains

... . ( ) /g k92)

Z03



where

g = 2 (1 + x)

for a molecular gas and (93)

,= 1 + x

for a ,onatomic gai where the fractional ionization is given by xe'

The one-dimen-ional combustion wave heat equation is

dIY

(':.- Y ) - -+ 4- (q - 1) = 0
sI dq

--- k! 1(94)

bk1

I; I 2

dnd

k I  = k, (Pl ! p , )

In equation 94, 1 is the laser absorption coefficient in the

compressed and sho)cked gas ,,'her typically one expects a Z 2(6)

"he previously used laser attenuation equation is again used as

defined by equat i-i 36.

For z<O

+ (I - Y1) exp (6s z)}
(95)
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For z>O, the soluLion o1 94 is

Y Y +  e (96)
S

Since. Y = 1 at. Z 0, 0 ioe obtiins the condition

6 - 1 ) 1  (97)

S S

which along wltn ti, b,,undary condiLicO at z ' leads to the final

temperature I a t-rrined by

T2

__ - ,. v __ = f - Y ) (1 , ) (98)f 1 A 1 ' s
*1~ S

0

By zombining equatie-. 90, '1 , 92, 1)4 and 98, a cubic equati ,i, ir,

a is obtained
S

2-
3 2 Y K 0

" s 2S -( _Y )g-(1 5"1  g (I )

in which -99)
2 a:)(, -,, 4ac Oo M(!-' -1)(0+1)"A

Lkl Uk (.7+(-l)MI )(2yM -t( - 1) )

U

For a given .a,, n,.iibec, itL, a~ove cubic equation can be solved

for a explicitly b> nm.,rical iteration and then equation 97
S

can be solved f,r .
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For z>O, the solution of 94 is

Y y + 2- Be+ (96)

Since Y = 1 at Z 0, Ol ubt-lins tht condition

I - , ( 9 7 )
(8 + 1)

S S

which along wirn ti,c b,,undary coldi ti at z lead- to the I-inaI

temperature 1 a- dty-rnined by

2

9

B" t _ -)' (  "i (J , t) (98)

0

By --ombining equat i , ',I, 92, 114 and 98, a cuibic equatl L ir,

6 is obtaineds

2 2 Y K Y K0

3 S 2 s 2

g(1 I-Y g (1 Y g (1-Y 1 )

in which k99)

2a,(i., -n ) 4ac M(HI -])('+I )
K kI bk ('+(-l--) 2) (2yl2- (y-l) )

1)k1 k + I N 2 2I2 -

For a given .a, nmlber, tto a~ove cubic equation can be solved

for 6 explicit]), by numwrical iteration and then equation 97
S

can be solvod r, r ',.
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The solutions of equation 99 are shown in figure 115 for the

velocity VL of the LSC waves in the laboratory reference frame

and in figure 116 for the velocity V of the LSC waves in the

reference frame in which the shocked but relatively cool gas ahead

of the absorption zone is szationary. V is equivalent to the velovity

calculated in the previous sections while VL is more than two

orders of magnitude larger. The parameters used in figures 115

and 116 are those previously indicated by equation 83 except

curves are shown for three different values of the absorption

coefficient, ko, in order to indicate the sensitivity of the

results to exact numerical values. In addition, the further

gas properties needed are

T 300°K
Co

y = 1.4

2= gm/cm3  (10)

c = 3.47 x 104 cm/sec
0

g 4

Tfhe v3lue of g = 4 assumes the gas is nearly fully ionized.

It is evident from the results shown in figure 115 that the

observed LSC wave velocity in the presence of solid target boundaries

is not highly sensitive to either the value of k or to the

magnitude of its pressure depndent exponent a. (IncreaEi.'g

magnitudes of k and c al:ays increase LSC wave velocities.)0

Experiments in which LSC waves are ignited from solid targets

do have initial velocities which are about a factor of 2 lower

than the results given in figure 115 (  . The asymptotes in

figures 115 and 116 are obtained by solving equation 99 in the

limit of weak shocks.
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where(1)

Bv substjitir ion at k uu!Ud. 1: 101 i tt, v:qatiou 99 aid perfori ng

L -t 02 /2

0 0 00- 7-

whii-h-dst'; i.c !L iiH -Vv~. VvIOiL and lascur

f I lix

For large I1at-r intltiz Lt i es (9'- 1) one f itds

v (b~) (k) 10 14)

Whil Itt ,M~a I l Ltvntu,~c U l'k)I Lt result

9 q

is found.
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The numerical relationship between the shock Mach number,

LSC wave velocity, and the required laser intensity is determined

to be (using the previously indicated gas properties

3= 39 9  .0' ) watts/c2

(106)

V = 579 cm/sec(
- .1

for k = 1.0 cri 1 . The general dependence of LSC wave velocityo

at high laser intensities (0-) is found to be

VL  6.5 k0
1/4 q0

3/4 cm/sec (107)

wlhich is indicated on figure 11. One concludes that the asymptotic

rtlatioi,hip (equation 107) is valid over a wide range in laser

inter.ty until the shock Mach ntmber becomes appreciable. This

terdcncy can be seen in figures 115 and 116 by the constant Mach

numiT,-i cur,-es drawn for M = 1.01, 1.1, 1.5 and 3.0. The curve

i..led, V, = 1.8 q., in figure 1.15 corresponds to the low laser

intensity assymptote (b<l .

/.7 SiIAPE OF THE FRONT OF ANl LSC VAVE

In general, one doesn't expect that LSC waves will propagate

wt. their surfaces perpendicular to the las.r beam. Thi occurs

in actual experimental f;ituations in which there .!s always a

radiai distribution of laser intensity and from which one exp(Lts

a corresponding variation of the normal I.SC propagation velocity.

our calculationf below ere based on the assumption of a small

laser absorption length compared to the beam radius for which

one can use one-dimensional calcul;4tlons to compute approximate

two-dimensional effects. It should be noted that most present
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expe~rimnts (to not necessarily fulfill this analytical requirement

and hence the obtairned results may not be directly applicable 7 2 7 .

Am 1.SC wave, propagating at an arbitrary angle to the laser

heam direction, is shown in figure 117 where the xIcoordinate

.'cibi normal to wavefro,-t. I.rile the laser beam propagates

:the x direction, the continuity and energy equations are

evc&kaatvd across the-LSC wave boundary (in the xdirection).

UiianS from OqUition 36

"xq(109)I

I'A~icular component of velocity is siilarly]

1.1',j( LliU. ;L-s.rVt:- tha* tl;- previously detern'ned eigenvalue equation

4. h. i,3 v.alid for LSC %:avcs propagating at an arbitrary angle to

Sbeam merely by replacingy k by (ksi ) and V by V sin ~

2 q ,ill*

21
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INCIDEN:- LASER-BEAM

I Figure 117. SCHEMA TIC OF AN OBL IQUEL Y INC!OENT LASER BEAMl ON A LASER-

St PPOR TED COI 1BUSTION WAVyE.

figure ia SCHEIA TIC OF ALSC WA VEFRONT. x
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For large laser intensities (6 >>l), one obtains

S-qo k X T'

while for small la ser ,,,t~ ii ities (a <<I)

% - _q q . 0 (113)

0 s in f t
0

EquatLiou il! .- , U, L , t-rinine th shape of the front

of large daj , i-, . -. ,-.,cs in .-hIch the laser intensity Js a

Ilunction uf iodl'J. did |u, f r !,usc cast's il which tCie "-ail. l-aJdIua

is larger chalr Lt a, ,Liun Ieuig~th. Fg.i most Cxisting laser

btaluis, Li repz ir,.': ni i.t I oL ,vt .si lC L-C x:ave h;ave ieen

oi,tained by f .izg d,.',' to wt-v baI, all divie:sio0s.

A port io1 of !hy ! ,.'ave front iii . in iigukc 118.

Th,. radially b.I.,.t H.. LIIIZL.'i front ia. a local radius r w-ijch

Is a function ,i- ;,, Lihe tX.ial di-stancae. )a'u f utes tkiat

dr- -
" tan 4,.(l3

ISin/4× I
1 ore .sid ,.l t;- large Iintensity combustion w,'ave defined

by equa' i,- 113, ,e hLL'S that at al radii (o is the axial Intensity)

'i

3.. . - colat- , d(116)
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Substitution of equation 115 into 116 leads to the differential

equation determining the shape of the LSC wavefront.

dx 2/3 (117)

Equation 117 is difficult to solve for a Gaussian laser beam,

however, a useful approximation to such an intensity profile is

q 0 (r) [(r/h) 1 -3/2
qr) + (r (118)

where, of course, the radial distance r is restricted to values r<ch.

The approximation given by equation 118 is compared with a Gaussian

beam defined by

iirL exp (3r2) (i19)

in fiFure 119 where no discernable difference- i6 to be found. (The

parameter c - 2 82 was chosen for a bLst fiL.)

For the above laser intensity, one obtains from equation i17 the

shape of the front of the combustion wave.

( ) 
2

x 1 \h (120)
h 2 ( .2)
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This profile izi ploUtted in figure 120 where the parabolic front

is evident. lote that the above determined profile is valid

only in the part of the las!r beam such that -"1. When the

angle 0 becomes too smiall, a different differential equation

dct~vrinin__- Lhe cnibustion wave proftle. For B<<l, one finds

q G)

(121)
/ 2

A ful 1 solut. iun u .i this problem would 'connect' smoothly to the

previous solution tur 6 >;1.

1hue di re.t io, ) t tlt hot gas lbhiid the combustion wave can

bt: determinud tr.n: - .. in i ,T ilui y of itss nild from the tangential

cont iniuity of fluu.: Xci i Lv. From li;uce 117, one obtains

'Jn u - --- C)t (122)

where (d.2 ) i. d tpendent on both gemootry and Ohe eigensolutioUs

of t:quatiun Il. Assumiing cu.-6tant pressure, nearly full

ionization, .1 initially diatomic gas so that g = 4 and large

laser fluxes (B ;'.I), one ubLains

7bk 2

_ cos 4(123)
= 32 a pI V sin *
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7.8 SUMMARY

One-dimensionai calculations on an analytical model show that

the velocity of the laser-supported absorption zone (LSC wave)

is proportional to the 3/4 power of the laser intensity when

boundaries are present. Under these circumstances the temperature

of the hot gas behind the absorption zone is proportional to the

1/4 power of the laser intensity.

Both heat conduction in the radial direction and ro3iation

loss from Bremsstrahlung and recombination decrease the thickness

of the absorption zone, decrease the maximum temperature, and

decrease the velocity of propagation of the absorption zone up the

laser beam. They both give a critical laser intensity below

which the combustion wave cannot be supported. If some of the

lost radiation is reabsorbed immediately ahead of the absorption

zone, the velocity of propagation increases.
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APPENDIX

In order to determine laser-supported detonation wave thresholds,

it is necessary to have an adequate knowledge of the laser power

density profiles as a function of time. This appendix describes

those measurements made on the output of the Boeing Marx Bank

Laser.

Measurements have been made on both the incident laser beam

Js It Ivaves the laser mirror and on the focused beam. T I sc

mla.-,ii 'i cuts included energy density profiles a1 d power density

IrUl ilLs obtained with a five-detector array. In addition,

tC,, L.)U1a. beam energy and power-time history have been obtained

u.. a calibrated beam splitting techn ique. lle resuits of

tI!L*, .... isUrements indicate that focal diameters t;f 3 umi are

'. ncd with a 16-inch focal length mirror. A 28-cm focal length

..,irr,,r ,, lens haF a focal spot diameter of 2.4nm. The peak laser

i..L.:iLy at the beam center has corresponding values of 2.5 x

1,j .,.d 3.8 x 107 watts/Cm2 , respectively at a time of 3.1psec

,Lt. I;.i . Luginn1ing uf tile laser pulse. The tnergy density profiles

i1iI,,LA.d that no local hot spots of significant size exist and

, ., pe.!k laser illtensitV is nuar tLhe beam center. Erom the

,....'i i a dimnensions, one calculates that the lasr has a
V o /..4 :f 1 - rCdions - equivalent to 28 times

!I I'Ld .L )tj i, .t.d .

* :.'C 1 At)I: ILE "I.AS. , , " , '

L,: bLam profile iiua.surv.titnL s a r _ requ q u i Jr coecrt

c :,.:'_ ji thc detonation wiave clharatLrisLic!,, parL ..- 'arlv

t11, 11 H 'i T i, nealr tirLsold. hllere are two e-d rLme Cfl[(1t 10UI5

.1, .,. it is possible t., obtain Lhe mininmum spot diani-ters ,u rcd

ti: t.flit i c '. LVeC experimcnLS . l. r& r ie the i a,- ,_'A I lid

l-:t. t r-i i ld. 'the nfar-[ficld profilu lppyears at the c it I .riur e

, Li hu laser and at any i rn,:g,_ f the ]aser aperture. 'ih it- i.t r.

. I-.,giiified our diminishfed by ti,,_ ;tio of iage distance to

,bj,-t distance. The far-field patirri appears near the I Ca I
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t APPENDIX

lin order to determine laser-supported detonation wave thresholds,I it is necessary to have an adequate knowledge of the laser power

density profiles as a function of time. This appendix describes

those measurements made on the output of rhe Boeing Marx Bank

Laser.

M easuremerts Have been made on, both the incident laser beam

-is tI luaves the las;er mirror and on the focused beam. -heii

fiha.-oiic.- iis 1LIuLuded energy denlSity proriles ,Lid power densiLy

pcol ilk . obtained with a five-detector array. In addition,

L!,LL-iL beam eiiergy and pouier-time history have been ubtaind

ui > 1.1, calibrate-d beam splitting techrnfqot. Thie resuit . of

L ,,-..-I'AremriLnS indicate that focal d iamet ers of 3 ii-aii are

t !li Lii a 16-in.-h focal leng'th mirror. A 28-cm focal lenlgth

-irl r ,I lens has a focal spot diameter of 2 .4lm. The peak laser

SJ_:-*L., at the beami center has corresponding values of 2.5 x

1 ),"!d .I x IV 7 watts/cm 2, reSpecltively aL a uime _If 3.ipsec

.I I :.L Leg inining of the laser pul se. The energy density prof iles

fildit It>.:j tiaL no 1lcal hlot SPOts Of significant size exist and

pv ' >!k laser i1IteiIiLV is near the bear. center. k rum the

iA adiuen~oii, oe calcula1teS that the lasver has it

W.V;f !-~iC0 1.-i X 10- radians - equivalent to 28 times

I I L .- t .0 I i 1. Ved

I' I X I i''jjf ILL I

-~Lc beami profile inasurvrmc:iLO, arf- requIrv.,. 1br corirect

l OIth- detonation wave cnar..teA r 1ii;, Ioar. 'lY

i.r ;i)-, it0)ils nuar t'.'rcslio I. 'here iirt Lwo ext17r= Cru 1int n:

L is possiblte t., obtain the ininimum spot diameters ;te u,rcd

r~n Y;,nt co ~'e xpcr:iuCnLS. livsc, ate the i c-. IIIJn

L-- .Ir-iiteld. '[lie naar--fiteld profile Zappears at the euI..i erLure

' iela.ner and at air,- ima:o-_ -J thu laser aperture. 'Ihiv Fl~it t':rd.

I IgL ogii jed or d imin11isheId by Lltu itat io of illiage distan'ce

Th~tdi stancc . '[le far-field paLL-rn appears near the t rca I

Z 9



point of a lens or mirror. The dimensions of the pattern are

proportional LU ti LN i uetive focal ratio (focal distance to beam

diameter) of the focusing system. In these measurements, the

geometry was chosen so that the near-field and far-field patterns

were quite large, of the order of 6 cm diameter. The data can

UWI lyv be o; .,al t W It spot diameters.

iure 12] is t plan view l tLhi setup used for measuring

beIm p_Uf i I U ha ran List i cs . The figure shows the pulsed laser

ani turning mirror in thve scr .en room. Time laser beam passed

thrnugh a i*.L p[ isi be.i ep littor, tilen was focused with a 10-

,;tt or fo.,:l l I: ,irror. lie five-ulemunt gold-doped germanium

d uL,0r .ra av .. , 1. A ud it the pSition of minimum spot diameter.

ib.is position - .iso the 1ocati ni Of the far-field pattern of

the laser beai. IL 0:,uld he not.td that the far-field pattern

was appr*oxinWa l-v 3 MLetrs inside the focal point of the 10-meter

wirror, due t: A Aiighi .v,.'rgtce iA; the main beam as it exited

Nwl L :t: Lasi Lub .

iiev t.[ bu ,tli -,pl ILLer prishm is o. ged it. 0 = 13 . The prism

.au "riented to cause minimum deviation in the incident beam. In

tils p,.itLhi, Ki first and second surface 'eflections made approxi-

matel" equal angles of magnitude n 0 - w9 ,,ith the incident beam,

as shiloi ia figure 122 (n is Lie KAI index of refraction).

Ihe f iiQt Surface rt fj:C-t iLl, waf focused at the entrance

aplCtUre o, llI, thirmupile caluinLeter which was used to monitor

t.he pulSe "l'rg;,', lie i loriteter outl)ut was amplified with a

Keithley :ile! '),,% 1-i( ro,lt ammeter and tien recorded on a chart

recorder. iktL .ui td surface reflection was focused on a 1-cm

thick diffu-, ,ell filled with table salt. Tlhie diffused radiation

was sensed 1iti a fast g"ld-doped germanium detector coupled to an

uhui l ,sc,,pv.i i_ !:iunitured the pulse shape,

ZZO
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1he geriiizniuum detector array consiSted of five df-Lecturs

opt ically coupled to a copper plate with five 1/4-inch 01) copper

tubes, TIhe array of entrance apertures is shown in figure 123.

Iihe following measiurements were inade with the ,.rroiV

1. .*iliv array was masked with copper tapte, thenm acii iile was

individually uncovered and time laser was pulsed. All

.;Ijinelb were monitored to check, for cross-talk, \-hile

the optimum level of the uncovered channel was, set onl the

o scilloscope amplifier.

2. 'it.asutrments were made at both the tltdr-field and1 far-

lield Pos itions (as shown in figure 121) VAi i the 5--0ieleUiL

aIrray Celnt-red in the be~am.

J. 'the conter detector only was used Lu obtain a horizontalJ

5can across the far-field pattern. In this test., the

detector assembly was moved 0. 2-WI-Ilts between laser shots.

4.A Tmjslk the array aperture was al i yled in t runt of thej

airray anu Lte germanium detec tol asisenfbly r,:moved. A

"arhun bloc; Lhernopile was then used to sequetially

r ile rae t* g;y pa s a ug through oach hivcl.

u 1~d~c~Y ~K IlY QI r i LNE LAS ER 1A

10 energy dens ity pi ii L~ L ike inc:Ldaht lseC Iii, waS

wt~suedas a function of radius nq 5ishca sioeia i cal)y in f gure 124.

W iNAVA aper ture alilotwed a ci rculaor bro ",t i% . 1 r teA at

LA,. CA1UL!itur. inl this, experimentL, we rWlind cii LotI ecmrtability

to Wa~i aal "c Yt d.~- Ai d not. have a su tohbt I , ';a mon £ Ltl i I 8 Ce

at ~r data S~loc WOWl wValidte ti is tecinnique . 1'igia ru 1 2

OnN;S thu results ai piotting energy reachingp Lhe callor illL'tL t

aI aUNCt W1 Of aperture ar~ 1. If a (IaUSSIanl !,ruf i le Ot e: rc

dt.:rsiLy is assuined

2/6-
-E

= (4 3
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2I

and experiment and theory are fitted at an aperture area of 10 cm.

one obtains the data also indicated in figure 124 and the value

6 = 3.7 Lm, which is close to the actual "burn" radius if carbon

paper placed in the laser beam path. These measurements indicate

that the beam is relatively well behaved on the "average".

3.0 ENERGY DENSITY PROFILE OF FOCUSED BLAM

The energy density measurements of the focused laser were

performed in several ways. rhe methods described here indicate

a reasonable agreement with each other.

the tirst method employed is shown in figurL i26a. A i't,

tk-ip.,pile was masked with a .06-inch apertLure aumd moved horizontally

.e the diameter of the focal plane of a 78-inch focal length

mirr,)r. Measurements were obtained every .036 inch, yielding

tLiu results shown in figure 127. The points where the energy had

dru,-1,,d to 1/2 the maxim-= value indicated a beim diameter of 1 .31

k 15. L-sing this beam diameter and the focal lenigth of the mirror,

we touid : beam divergence of 3.2 milliradlans.

Ik, .econd set of measurements were made in the focal plane

-,r : i ,ter f(c[ lengLi mirror in the experimental setup shown

i,, igurt IA;m. Ihtl measurements were made by masking the focal

l.I,, with circular apertures amid then focu;Ing the transmitted

Lamse beam into a TRG thermopil- with a 16-inch toci1 length mirror.

in- cuirgy delivered through the various apul*Lute in JteLLJ is

a ii iclJon of the diameter of the aperture. 'JIli resulL.. .;ie

co:.,rcd to the energy content of a Gausiidr ler bteam .. ifil(

in tigure 128. 'ihe best fit fur the Gaussian gives a bear. dihmneter

uf 4.42 cm corresponding to a beam divergence of 3.2 mj]i..,s,

imne third set of measurements of laser energy were obtainud

by sweeping a small aperture acru ,s the tdcal plane of tLhe U-n:L,:r

fULLJ length mirror as shown in fig,ire 126c. 'The -a.rture was ,
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1/4-inch circular hole drilled through an aluminum plate which was

attached to a carbon block thermopile. The thermopile was mourted

on a X-Y translation stage so that the aperture could be moved

across the focal plane. A TRC thermopile was used to monitor the

total energy in the laser beam is reflected by a salt wedge with

a i.0-1.-tceut reflectiun coefficient. X series of IOU *.i-I Lfiments

were niade with 1/4-inch i,.tervals throughout an area of 2-1/4 x

2-1/4 ihichet square. It was found during this series of measur-rints

that Life average energy in the laser beam was 17.5 joales with

percent of the shots having laser energies between 17 and 18

jolles. A three-dimensional plot of these measurements is shown

;i; fri.,ure 129. The beam diameter as meaaured at the po'nts x.'hiLre

i... dens ity has dropped to 1/2 is approxiimately 5.5 cm

• usp.... dlg to a beam divergence of 4.0 mlllirad inns.

ihe three values for beam divergence agree reasonasbly well.

Lih. twi,-J ilu'siinl scan probably gives Lhe most realistic value

it do ,io not depend critically on how well thu beam is centered

Li, the uiergy monitor. [he laser beam appears t decrease. hurt

, -.an a pure (aussian prof ile which also makes tle third

:.,.-u ... :i-- t r!,urt- re L J b I _.-

ih= roc, I,,,,eter uf "iLe i.iz: 1 hc..l ; Wi t, this bvati divergence

, .. -:,ined by a 16-in,_;i f,( a, ! fgtl. ;:!irr,, ii-, t-tL jated to

' ;.u;i whic'h i.s close to burn itt1r...V ,; . t..:",-. in In1cite.

'.U I .'i 1.1,' i'Y ! _)" jI. -' O 'IJ rhf." F'JC NL . t ( ] ;I

I it t i VC e(1!:MIL t ,lttct or array (itt t , t .ts (ii , 0 1I

u. wts were workii y bvc.c use of thc fa i lure (f detc(::t, r . .i)

a to determiti,- the temporal and spat ia, utehavior u1 Lt;,

h it first siquenct , te'3ts, howt ver, oti I iZed '1 5'-';.

IL. I r which was positioned a t varl bus stat ions , ,ith r pt..:c t

Lo ti. Statiunary focal spot. I i., toLal laser energy .-. 3 1i 11.1 ''"t

. ,, ,f these shots and data n, r:;tIlzed to almcouTt f v
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variation. (Over a sequence of approximately 20 laser shots,

the energy had a maximum variation of -10%.)

Figure 130 shows the intensity variation in the focus of the

1O-meter focal length mirror. For this data, thu Laser energy was

very nv.arly 12.5 juuLes and one can determine the actual Intensity

at tihe Larget.. A relative Intensity of unity is found to correspond

to

4.4 x 104 watts/cm
2

SiAcr Lhi! tutus '.,ta / l eLars Irom the Uirror, one calculates, for

a lb- nch t.oca! im - a% mirror, : peak intensity of

2.1 x .d' waLtS/m
2

for times less tihan Qsw'. Fig re 130 indi cates that ,ff-axis

laser modes, in this lasuti, are the first Lo decay in time. l'h

"focal" area decrv:,,..- later in the pIulst.

SimulLtaii,uiz, ji.,wer i.ite.Lsity data Laken with tht dtector

jrray are shuw.i it I igpore 131. "1this data shows nearly uniferm

behavior of the t,.an, a, a itincLion of time, indicating that no

1uc- I hot: spots tccur.

Figure 132 shoW6 data tak v n by Doving the entire array I inch

to the right. Fhat Is det.t r V. 4 was now in the same place

as detector l0. 2 was I:n thu data of figure 131. Comparison of

these data shows c, i-.Lvncy and In addition clearly shows fast

decay of tfl w i. uurgy at Its boundaries as mentioned above.

It shiuvi bt iu'.vd that Lhe total beam power (labeled beam monitor)

had a soniuwat mnuoth.r time history than dId the Intensity at

a given radial po.i t in.
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Data has also been taken of the itensity prof ile ofE the

unfocused beam by swpepiag a single detector across the beam.

Data taken at a single instant of time are shown in figure 133.

There appears, by comparison of figures 130 and 133, to be a

sonewhat different, intenISity profile in the focused and unfocused

beami.

IThe iu.CUS~kl uuai profile was also determined from laser burn

inipress:iuns in Lucit targets ;Io,-n i~n f-gure 134.

1he Last dutuctour, mionitorinig the enmtire laser pulse, is

Cdpable; )T "-~iL' Ing" ii 05cc pulsezs, Iiowvetr , we ol ierved no fast

,vat Lit iin of viti,,r ~e~i -. ttelsi ty or beam power with time.

5.0 >,L\ILX BA.-( L'. 'IP AVULENul it

Ilie irtviou6 bteam iagnoStic data cu all taken with unfiltered

g Id-doped guriai omn dtctu.rs . [his cilniquL Iled to ;m

,%i:-igt j~y ill, kIuW i og heit WnLU;:l L ota .ilc versur t ime 'historv

uo1 the laser pu ti~j~ Of thu (iudec f det(-ctor

suens i ivi ty o)t wae~ot.in order to reoo Ive OhiLS quesition,

we plact-d a ld.r-t-1iurun filter in front of the detector.Th

fitler used Ii paz, hanid )nly .2-4 mic ron wide centeredI at 10.75-

:ncirorn .waveltength. Iii iddi tion, for wavel-exigts less thian 9.7

micron less than I percent t ranstoiiss ion occurred. [he power \verstis

t itne asiilocuicdta obtainled were essential ly ideniical to

Loose obtained Il ilt ui , of filLvring. A filter centured ZIt

9.6-micron -- ive lungthi on. idt ,it- I;and, In front of the detec tot

elerient c,)usud no ,ouwt r to :), indlicated.

A-s a LlthuJ~'ot c we used a copper doped ger-maium igh-

speed dtvctor: Laj r-ni to last:r power s-ncu it is less; f requenc\

(W,1vuhziijti) tihan guld-dop-)d 'Itctar: .t Again, we

LA-ta i a powt-i ,,.! u Lmu dat a in agr et-,:,en: %with our previous work.

Thes '.1 i oe u. an de th'l the energy andl power ineabure-
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ments are both easily interpretable as 10.6 micron laser radiation.

6.0 .ISE-TVIIL OF LASEK PULSE

At a Marx Bank charging vulage of 42 kilovolts, the initial

laser spike is approxin-tely 1.4 .Lmes the maximum intensity of

the slower la-'i tr.,,nint . In addition, the laser pulse has a

rise-tie of aboUL .- mlcrosecond followed by a 25-microsecond

d,-cay a. ildicatt I l),rAx'iUnately in fgure 135.

It is fuut.d, in gcneral, that as the Marx Bank charging voltage

is incrt-as-d, t".. :y of thL initia] laser spike rises.

A 1 if C t i ,t-. :.i-,kl S diics6ed ir tials report were at a fixed

vuJ!age (t ; o i ,..tant laser pulse shape) of 42 kV.

U A ITELN A i k-1,.,

In vr 1cr to i , ur.LuLy detrrine the intensity thresholds for

ig11 Li l dtn. l-t- w;xe., , -'e rii nta irmd constant as many parameters

of ti o laser c-,i:i, ,et gcoi.eLry as possible. This required

tie ube ot Var iib] O ,tLcnuaturs t-at reduced only the amplitude

of t,. I a-er Pu .It -101i did nut ch : its ',,pa. Both absorption

,±nu r i lIcIi.,. ' ,,niques i,'ere investigated. A SF 6  absorption cell

h 1d, . -4-ich ii.:.,tcr pyrtx 3nd with Handi-Wrap windows was

and LczttLd, :ulthough the technique worked, we found

7or, o,, d-i ( icIILt in Li1, jng a practical variable attenuator which

cL,,ld I'c .,ari :d t°isily eveor a wide range. All experiments used

,I LeflI! ion at( .- ulluaionl chl usint, both multiple sheets of Handi-

harp, cac. slu-L refJ6I:Cft log aiJuUt I0 percent of the beam energy,

elnd lultiple oietls r! lud ar, each sheet reducing the energy

by 5t percent. i, thJ, .,a, " have good kcontrul on beam power.

Ml v eiiutoi p. l.ud bretwn.n the beam diagnostic KC1 wedge

and .- a r ., put Ap., Ltru L. Fur ca(h shot then, "exact"

cal i rizAa, i: , o-1 , t erng lof tle ttL:lUjL(;--; j..- iot necessary.
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An examination of the faz-field pattern of the focused beam

with various numbers of sheets of Handi-Wrap beam attenuators

showed no serious degrading of the beam quality. These measurement

were similar to those reported in Appendix, Section 3, using a

detector array.
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